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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes the methods and results for a debris-flood hazard assessment of Jura
Creek, located on the north side of the Bow River valley within the MD of Bighorn No. 8. The
primary objectives of this assessment are to establish a relation between the magnitude
(sediment volume and peak flow) and frequency of the dominant hydro-geomorphic event and
to identify representative scenarios that could potentially lead to damages and loss of life. The
principal damaging event type was identified to be debris flood. Different hazard scenarios
were simulated using a two-dimensional flood routing model that allows for an assessment of
potential impacts on the fan. The results of this assessment will form the basis for an
assessment of debris-flood risk, provided in a separate report.
Hydro-geomorphic Processes
Jura Creek derives from
debris floods where sediment concentrations (bedload and suspended sediment) increase in
response to rare, heavy rainfall, sometimes accompanied by snowmelt, and elevated bank
erosion rates. Such debris floods are believed to be triggered by decadal or higher return
period rainfall likely in conjunction with late spring or early summer snowmelt. Given the
average 11% channel gradient along Jura Creek, sediment entrainment and transport occurs
via the tractive forces of water and destabilization of key stones that create centres of channel
stability, rather than full channel bed mobilization as can be observed on channels subject to
debris flows (gradients typically in excess of 30%). However, significant sediment volumes
are supplied to the main channel by tributary debris-flow activity.
Frequency-Magnitude1 Analysis
The frequency magnitude analysis in this study is based on three independent approaches.
The first relies on physical evidence of previous debris floods deciphered from the stratigraphy
in test trenches on the Jura Creek fan, the second is based on dendrochronological
investigations, and measurements of debris-flood inundation areas using historical air
photographs. The third applies empirical formulae derived from a comprehensive Swiss
dataset
that correlates sediment transport volumes
to rainfall volumes. Combining all data allowed the construction of a frequency-magnitude
relationship (Table ES-1-1). According to this analysis the maximum estimate debris-flood
volume of a 1000 to 3000-year event could reach 53,000 m3. The estimated peak flows were
used for numerical modeling and fed into the risk assessment. The volume and peak discharge
values presented herein should not be viewed as exact but as reasonable approximations for

interchangeably used for debris-flood

1

volume and peak discharge.
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the respective return period class. Peak discharges were estimated using a rainfall-runoff
model (HEC-HMS), which was calibrated by peak flows during the June 2013 floods as backcalculated from high water marks.
Table ES-1-1.

Debris flood frequency magnitude relation for Jura Creek.

Return
Period
(T)
(years)

Annual
Probability
(1/T)

Volume Best
Estimate
(m3)

Volume
Maximum
Estimate
(m3)

Peak
Discharge
(m3/s)

10-30

01-0.03

14,000

19,000

30

30-100

0.03-0.01

19,000

27,000

40

100-300

0.01-0.003

24,000

36,000

55

300-1000

0.003-0.001

29,000

44,000

70

1000-3000

0.001-0.0003

33,000

53,000

80

Despite the combination of several analytical techniques, uncertainty persists in the temporal
and volumetric reconstruction of previous events, and it is not possible to claim that a
continuous record of large debris floods for the 7,500 years of observation has been
reconstructed. However, the combination of analytical techniques and an independent test of
comparing fan volume against the sum of all events, as derived from the frequency magnitude
relation, provides confidence that a reasonable proxy has been achieved that is suitable as
input for numerical modelling.
Numerical Modeling
Based on the frequency-magnitude analysis, the event scenarios in Table ES-1-1 were
simulated with the two-dimensional flood routing model FLO-2D given the post-2013 event
topography. Debris-flood scenarios with a return period of less than 10-years were not
modeled, as those are very likely to remain in the present channel. Pertinent results from the
modelling exercise include:
1.

asymmetry, debris floods of all return periods have a tendency to
avulse towards the west (toward the Hamlet of Exshaw).

2. The east end of the Hamlet of Exshaw, near Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount
McGillivary Drive, is highly subject to flooding for all scenarios. This is due, in part, to
the high likelihood of the Jura Creek box culverts underneath Highway 1A not being
able to perform to capacity because of sediment accumulations inside the culvert. The
creek also has a tendency to avulse to the west upstream of the highway due to channel
aggradation.
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Debris-Flood Hazard Mapping
For each return period class as listed above, debris-flood hazard intensity maps were prepared
(Drawing 15 and 16). For areas with higher velocity (>1 m/s) flows, these maps display an
impact index calculated as flow depth multiplied by the square of flow velocity. Flood depths
are also shown where velocities were below 1 m/s (e.g. where inundation depth becomes the
controlling factor for flood damage). These intensity maps provide a measure of the
destruction potential for a given debris-flood scenario and form the basis to assess debrisflood risk. This risk assessment, which considers both the probability and consequences of
debris-flood impact, can then form the basis to optimize risk reduction planning. Methods and
results of the risk assessment, as well as additional hazard and risk maps, are provided under
separate cover.
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LIMITATIONS
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) prepared this report for the account of the MD of Bighorn No. 8.
It presents the results of a frequency-magnitude analysis for debris floods on Jura Creek.
The material in this report reflects the judgment of BGC staff in light of the information available
to BGC at the time of report preparation. Any use which a Third Party makes of this report or
any reliance on decisions to be based on it is the responsibility of such Third Parties. BGC
accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any Third Party as a result of
decisions made or actions based on this report. In particular, BGC accepts no responsibility
for changes in real estate values that may occur as a consequence of this report.
As a mutual protection to our client, the public, and ourselves, this report is submitted for the
confidential information of the MD of Bighorn No. 8. Authorization outside of this use for
publication of data, statements, conclusions or abstracts from or regarding this report and
drawings is reserved pending our written approval.
Anyone outside of the MD of Bighorn No. 8 receiving a copy of this report must recognize that
this document represent an interim step in the risk management process as defined by the
Canadian Standards Association Guidelines (1997).
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The southwestern Alberta mountain front was affected by a high intensity/duration rainstorm
between June 19 and 21, 2013. Direct runoff, coupled with meltwater released from rain-onsnow, caused sudden and prolonged high flows in the Bow, High, and Ghost Rivers and their
tributaries originating in the Rocky Mountains. These flows resulted in high rates and volumes
of sediment transport, bank erosion and avulsions on alluvial fans2. Almost all of the steep
gradient tributaries that discharge onto colluvial and alluvial fans that encroach onto the Bow
River floodplain within the municipal boundary of the MD of Bighorn No. 8 were affected by the
combined storm and snowmelt runoff. These tributaries include Jura Creek, the focus of this
report.
Debris floods affected Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek, which flow through the Hamlet of
Exshaw before discharging into Bow River (Drawing 01). The Jura Creek culvert under
Highway 1A became blocked resulting in flows being diverted to the west into low lying areas
of Exshaw. Similarly, the Highway 1A bridge crossing of Exshaw Creek became partially
blocked diverting some flows to the east, also into low lying areas of Exshaw. As a result, both
Highway 1A and the Hamlet of Exshaw incurred damages.
Alberta Transportation (AT) subsequently retained BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) to provide a
preliminary summary of the damage sustained to Highway 1A and Exshaw and based on these
details provide early recommendations as regards further studies of the flood/debris flood
hazard exposures of Highway 1A and the Hamlet of Exshaw if a runoff event equivalent to
June 2013 recurs. That analysis was submitted as a memorandum to AT on August 21, 2013
(BGC, 2013), which was also shared with the MD of Bighorn.
The MD of Bighorn has now retained BGC to provide a detailed debris-flood hazard and risk
assessment for Jura Creek. This report is focused on the hazard component of the study.
1.2.

Hazard and Risk Assessment

This hazard report represents a staged approach (Stage 1) to the analysis of debris floods at
Jura Creek with the ultimate objective being the implementation of mitigation options that
protect existing infrastructure on Jura Creek fan from future debris floods, which could
potentially be of larger magnitude than the 2013 event.
For creek hazards, Canadian practice has been to estimate the discharge of a 100-year or
200-year return period flood3 and design protection to defend against the associated flood
stage. This hazard-based method, while based on sound assumptions, does not account for

2

3

Alluvial fans are fan-shaped deposits of water-transported material (alluvium). They typically form at
the outlet of tributary streams into a main valley where there is a marked break in slope.
ater floods with minor bedload movement and wash
load.
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severity of consequences to assets at risk. For example, a purely hazard-based approach
cannot identify changes in risk due to changes in vulnerabilities of certain elements at risk. An
increase in vulnerability results, for example, by an increase in development in areas subject
to debris floods. As such, international best-practices have generally moved towards a riskbased approach that explicitly and systematically evaluates the consequences of flooding.
This approach facilitates objective determination of the optimal approach to risk reduction.
Such approaches allow a transparent and repeatable evaluation of potential flood mitigation
alternatives, allow comparison of flood risk to other risks faced by society, and help define
thresholds for the tolerance of flood risk.
As an example, a decision might be made to protect a community against flooding for a return
period of 200 years. The hazard-based approach would then be to construct or raise an
existing dike so that the dike was constructed to the 200-year flood level plus an appropriate
freeboard allowance. In contrast, a risk-based approach would assess the probability of
flooding and associated consequences for a range of return periods and evaluate options for
flood risk reduction. This evaluation could be made from a purely economic perspective or
based on flood risk tolerance thresholds for loss of life.
Through consultation with BGC, the MD of Bighorn has adopted a quantitative flood risk
assessment (QFRA) approach to debris floods on Jura Creek. A staged approach has been
adopted for such an assessment, as follows:
Stage 1, the focus of this report, is establishing the frequency (i.e. return period) and
magnitude (i.e. peak flow and sediment volume) of debris floods arriving at the fan
apex. Stage 1 therefore represents a hazard assessment of debris floods on Jura
Creek and includes a forensic analysis of the 2013 debris-flood event.
A QFRA will be completed in Stage 2. The primary objective of the QFRA is to establish
the optimal risk reduction benefit from a combination of engineering measures, early
warning, contingency plans, and passive measures as per future zoning regulations.
Stage 3 is the design and construction of debris-flood mitigation measures, if deemed
appropriate following the QFRA.
1.3.

Study Scope and Objectives

BCG is retained by the MD of Bighorn under the terms of a Master Consulting Agreement,
dated March 28, 2014. This report provides a detailed debris-flood hazard assessment on
Jura Creek fan (Stage 1). The study objectives are to:
Provide a forensic analysis of the 2103 debris-flood event.
Determine the frequency and magnitude of debris floods originating from the watershed
and arriving at the fan apex.
Complete hydraulic modelling to assess the intensity (destructive power) of various
return period debris floods.
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This report was written by BGC and reviewed by the MD of Bighorn. Results from this report
form the hazard basis for the subsequent QFRA.
1.4.

Report Organization

This report is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the physical setting of Jura Creek.
Section 3 provides a summary of the events of the June 2013 debris flood and damages
sustained. A brief summary of the short term mitigation measures that have been
completed as of August 2014 is also included.
Section 4 discusses the processes that generate debris floods on Jura Creek.
Section 5 details the analytical methods used to decipher debris-flood frequency and
presents results.
Section 6 focuses on the estimation of debris-flood volume and peak discharge using
a variety of analytical methods.
Section 7 combines the results from Sections 5 and 6 into a frequency-magnitude
relationship and presents five return period classes from 10 to 30 years to 1000 to 3000
years.
Section 8 provides the results of two-dimensional hydraulic modelling for the return
period classes identified in Section 7.
Section 9 summarizes the major conclusions of the assessment.
Appendix A provides background on the geology and Quaternary history of the area
and the Jura Creek watershed.
Appendix B provides photographs of Jura Creek on the fan following the 2013 debris
flood.
Appendix C provides a description of the dendrochronology analysis methods.
Appendix D provides the stratigraphy logs from the test trench field program.
Appendix E provides the results from the radiocarbon dating of samples retrieved
during fieldwork.
1.5.

Site Visits

The analysis and conclusions in this report are based on a number of site visits to Jura Creek
and its fan, including:
1. Hamish Weatherly, M.Sc., P.Geo. (AB), and Matthias Jakob, Ph.D., P.Geo. (AB), of
BGC originally visited Jura Creek on July 23 and 24, 2013. A helicopter overflight of
the watershed and fan was conducted on the first day and selected sections of the
creek were traversed on July 24. This work was conducted for Alberta Transportation
(AT) with the primary objective of providing a preliminary description of the 2013 debris
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flood event and a summary of the damage sustained to Highway 1A and Exshaw, both
from Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek. Results of that analysis are summarized in BGC,
2013.
2. 137 tree core samples were taken on the fan for dendrochronological analysis of
previous flood and debris flood events. A majority of this sampling was performed on
April 2 and 3, 2014 by Brent Macdonald and Stephanie Bale of BGC.
3. Test trenching of the fan was conducted between May 27 and 30, 2014. The trenches
were catalogued by Brent Macdonald of BGC.
4. Mr. Weatherly and Dr. Jakob traversed the mainstem channel of Jura Creek on June 3,
2014. The traverse commenced near Highway 1A and extended to the back end of the
watershed, a distance of about 7 km.
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PHYSICAL SETTING

Jura Creek is a south flowing tributary that discharge into Bow River to the immediate east of
the Hamlet of Exshaw. Drawing 01 shows the watershed and fan boundaries. Watershed and
fan characteristics are summarized in Table 2-1 below, as determined from available LiDAR
elevation data.
Table 2-1. Watershed and fan characteristics of Jura Creek.
Characteristic
Watershed area1 (km2)
Fan area

(km2)

Minimum

14.4
1.1

Maximum elevation (m)
elevation2

Value

(m)

Mean elevation (m)
Average gradient mainstem (%)
Average gradient on fan (%)
1

As measured to the fan apex.

2

As observed at the fan apex.

2,510
1,350
1,890
11.1
5.0

2.1. Alluvial Fan
The fan area is shown in two separate Drawings. Drawing 02 is a shaded, bare earth Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) of the fan and surrounding terrain, while Drawing 03 is an orthophoto
of the area. The DEM was generated from a LiDAR survey supplied conducted by McElhanney
in 2013 following the June flooding and provided to BGC by Alberta Tourism. The LiDAR data
were provided BGC with a 1 m x 1 m post spacing XYZ file, which was then used to generate
the hillshade DEM and contours shown on Drawings 02 and 03. The fan area delineated on
these drawings has been interpreted by BGC based on the LiDAR data. The fan boundary as
drawn is approximate and delineates the landform. The boundary should not be construed as
the limits of any debris-flood or flood-related hazard, nor does it show the maximum spatial
extent of potential flooding. Future landscape alterations as well as major future debris floods
or floods (and their associated sediment deposition and erosion) may change the fan boundary
in some areas.
The fan of Jura Creek has an area of about 1.1 km2 and is generally undeveloped. Exceptions
the east; the east end of the Exshaw Industrial Area; and the linear corridors of Highway 1A
and the railway (Drawing 02). The distal east end of the Exshaw Creek fan and the distal west
end of the Jura Creek coalesce at the east end of the residential development in the Hamlet
of Exshaw. Flood damages were greatest in this flat area where overflows from both creeks
coalesced and ponded, with drainage intercepted and redirected by the Highway 1A road
embankment. Note that an exact delineation of the fan boundary on this side is not possible
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due to the coalescence of the two fans. This is important as it affects funding submissions for
mitigation in this area that can equally be affected by Exshaw and Jura Creek debris floods.
Jura Creek has a watershed area of approximately 14.8 km2. Elevations in the Jura Creek
watershed range between 1290 m and 2510 m. From the fan apex at elevation 1350 m, the
creek flows for about 925 m down to Highway 1A (Drawing 03, 04). The original 2.2 m diameter
culvert was buried and damaged sometime between June 19 and 21, 2013. A temporary
culvert with a diameter of 1.2 m was installed following the June 2013 event (Figure 2-1), which
has since been replaced by a pair of box culverts. The box culverts are each approximately
2.5 m high and 3.0 m wide (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-1.

Downstream view of the 2.2 m diameter culvert at Highway 1A, which was
destroyed during the 2013 debris flood, and its smaller replacement. BGC
photograph of July 24, 2013.
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Upstream view of Jura Creek box culverts at Highway 1A. BGC photograph of
August 14, 2014.

Below the highway, Jura Creek is poorly defined. The original channel might have flowed
approximately due south-southeast, as there is a 3 m wide by 1.8 m high box culvert located
under the railway at this location (Drawing 02, Figure 2-3). However, during the 2013 debris
flood, a majority of Jura Creek flows were diverted further to the west toward a relief culvert
under the railway (Figure 2-44). This arch culvert is approximately 3.0 m wide and 2.1 m high.
CP Railway (CPR) installed a 1.5 m diameter culvert adjacent to the east box culvert in the
summer of 2014, as shown on Figure 2-3.
The average channel gradient on the fan is 5%. Property ownership on the fan is summarized
in Drawing 05.
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Figure 2-3.

Jura Creek box culvert and steel culvert beneath CPR embankment.
photograph of September 25, 2014.

BGC

Figure 2-4.

Upstream view of arch culvert beneath CPR embankment. BGC photograph of
September 25, 2014.

2.1.1. Geomorphology
Jura Creek has developed an extensive alluvial fan since deglaciation of the area in the order
of 10,000 years ago. An alluvial fan is a fan shaped deposit of sediment crossed and built up
by streams where they flow from a steep mountain channel onto the dramatically reduced
gradient of a valley floor, in this case the Bow River. Exact process attribution to fan formation
is often difficult to achieve since multiple processes (floods and debris floods) may have
Jura,
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the creek has developed an alluvial fan due to regular flooding and episodic debris floods.
Debris flood activity on Jura Creek is discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Streamflows and associated transported sediment arrive at the fan apex below which it loses
confinement. As the stream loses confinement and the channel gradient decreases, it drops
coarse-grained material. This sediment build-up (aggradation) reduces the capacity of the
channel and forces it to change direction, thereby gradually forming a shallow conical fan
shape that interfingers in its distal portions with floodplain sediments. Over time, the creek
moves to occupy many positions on the fan surface and the fan thickens.
In general, the grain size of fan materials diminishes downstream with the distal fan portions
often characterized by small sandy gravels or coarse to medium sands where they interfinger
with floodplain deposits. However, this downstream fining is not continuous because principal
fan channels can convey larger grain sizes even to the more distal fan portions. In test
Unlike a number of other alluvial fans in the area, Jura Creek remains largely undeveloped.
As a result, Jura Creek remains weakly incised on the fan and therefore prone to avulsions
during significant debris flood events, as occurred in 2013. Figure 2-5 illustrates how the creek
had a similar morphology in 1925. This morphology and channel pattern has allowed the fan
to develop its conical shape over thousands of years, as it shifted its position on the fan.
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2.2. Watershed
Above the fan apex, the mainstem channel of Jura Creek and several tributaries are deeply
incised into a thick sequence of Quaternary4 (period describing the last 2.6 million years)
sediments (Figure 2-66). Most of these sediments were probably deposited between 18,000
to 12,000 years BP in the waning stages of the last Ice Age as it is unlikely that glacial
sediments have survived repeated glaciations during the Pleistocene era (2.6 million years
until 10,000 years ago). These deposits supplied sediment to Jura Creek during the 2013
debris flood through undercutting and upslope failure, as indicated by their instability on historic
and recent aerial photography in the form of unvegetated, gullied and slumping side slopes.
However, a majority of sediment supplied to the channel appears to originate from a number
of steep tributaries that are prone to debris flows. While the channel gradients of the tributaries
are steep enough to convey debris flows, the mainstem channel of Jura Creek is not.

Figure 2-6.

Upstream view of Jura Creek in mid to lower reaches. The channel is incised into
a thick sequence of unstable late Pleistocene sediments. BGC photograph of July
23, 2013.

The mainstem channel and its tributaries showed evidence of recent and extensive channel
disturbance. Several tributaries experienced either hyperconcentrated flows (debris floods) or

4

While one usually refers to Quaternary sediments, the vast majority of sediments in steep mountain
creeks is likely from the last stage of the Pleistocene (~ 18,000 to ~ 12,000 years BP).
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debris flows (Figure 2-77) during the June 2013 flood, contributing sediment to the mainstem
channel which had a braided channel planform for a significant portion of its length.

Figure 2-7.

Upstream view of Jura Creek in mid to lower reaches. BGC photograph of July 23,
2013.

In terms of the engineering geology, BGC noted no large rock avalanche or rock slide deposits
in the watershed. The absence of large-scale instability can likely be attributed to the
watershed being dominated by strike slopes rather than dip slopes with steeply inclined rock
strata along low frictional surfaces and persistent joint sets. Drawing 06 summarizes the
bedrock geology of the Jura Creek watershed, while a summary of geomorphic processes is
provided on Drawing 07.
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A more comprehensive review of the Jura Creek geology is included in Appendix A. The main
conclusions from this review that are relevant to the assessment of debris floods are:
1. Sediment generation and supply from tributary creeks in mid to upper reaches of the
watershed to the mainstem channel of Jura Creek is very high, resulting in an unlimited
supply to the mainstem of Jura Creek. The implication is that exceedances of
hydroclimatic and critical shear stress thresholds in the streambed will result in debris
flood generation.
2. The engineering geology of the watershed allows for fragmental rock fall as well as
some headwater rock slides along steeply dipping bedding planes where they daylight
due to erosion or folding. Such rock slope failures may reach the mainstem of Jura
Creek, but no rock slide deposits were identified during field investigations. They can,
however, supply large amounts of erodible sediments to the mainstem channel.
3. The lower reaches of the creek are incised several tens of meters into a thick sequence
of late Pleistocene sediments that are actively raveling or slumping into the main and
tributary channels of Jura Creek.
The geomorphology and geology of the watershed is described in more detail in Section 4.
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3.0

OVERVIEW OF THE JUNE 2013 DEBRIS FLOOD

3.1.

Introduction

This section provides a description of the damage sustained during the June 2013 flood event,
as well as site observations by BGC. A helicopter flight over the Jura Creek watershed
demonstrated that the sediment supply in the creek is practically unlimited. This observation
implies that a repeat hydroclimatic event of the magnitude of the June 2013 storm or larger will
likely result in similar or larger sediment movements with similar or more severe flood
consequences. While the mainstem channel and its tributaries showed evidence of recent
channel disturbance there was no evidence to suggest that the debris flood was the result of
a single landslide. Rather, it appears that sediment was recruited to the mainstem channel
from all of the tributaries, and to a lesser extent from erosion of the thick sequence of late
Pleistocene sediments in lower reaches.
Reconstruction of the flood event was assisted by interviews with Exshaw residents, including
Reeve Dene Cooper of Exshaw, and Bill Luka, Al Hogarth and Mark Facerte of the MD of
Bighorn. Details on the rainfall, snowpack and streamflow characteristics of the June 19-21,
2013 storm are provided in BGC, 2014a.
3.2.

Sequence of Events

On Wednesday June 19, both Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek were dry in mid-afternoon. At
about 5:00 PM, flows were noted in Jura Creek. As the Highway 1A culvert at Jura Creek was
known to be problematic during flow events due to sedimentation, MD of Bighorn staff began
mobilization efforts to ensure excavators were on stand-by. Two excavators started work at
Highway 1A later that evening. As flows continued to rise, an additional excavator and a
bulldozer were mobilized to Jura Creek at around 9:30 PM.
Flows continued to increase through the night and at about midnight Jura Creek partially
avulsed upstream of Highway 1A on the right (west) bank. At the same time, the heavy
equipment was unable to keep the highway culvert free of sediment. As a result, Jura Creek
was flowing both over Highway 1A, along the highway ditch on the north side, and along the
upstream avulsion path (Photo B-1 and B-2, Appendix B). The diverted water pooled at the
flat area located at the east end of the residential development, resulting in extensive flooding
for residential homes located on Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount McGillivary Drive
(Drawing 02, Photo B-3 and Photo B-4). BGC measured a high water mark of 1.3 m on the
garage door of one home located on the east side of Pigeon Mountain Drive (Photo B-5). The
resident of this home, Mr. Brygger, reported that Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount McGillivary
Drive were under water for about one week after the flood event (Photo B-6).
A local state of emergency was called early in the morning of Thursday, June 20 and a decision
was made at 2 AM to excavate a channel through Highway 1A at the culvert location to
minimize the amount of water avulsing to the west toward Exshaw. A broad zone of deposition
was observed by BGC during the helicopter flight between the highway and railway and it also
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appears that water flowed over a baseball field at the east end of Diamond Drive, downstream
of the railway.
About this time the Exshaw Creek bridge at Highway 1A had become blocked with debris and
a second flow avulsion developed on the left (east) bank of Exshaw Creek (Photo B-7). These
overflows were conveyed along Heart Mountain Drive and the upslope ditch of Highway 1A
toward the low, flat area of Mount McGivillary Drive and Pigeon Mountain Drive, further
aggravating flooding there. Flooding is aggravated in this area not only due to the flat
topography, but the embankment of Highway 1A and existing drainage. Flows to this area
pond to the level of Highway 1A, which is at a slightly higher elevation, before flowing over the
highway and towards the railway. Three 500 to 600 mm diameter culverts are located under
Highway 1A at this location (Photo B-8). During flood events, the culvert inlets are extremely
susceptible to sediment blockage because of their low gradient, as occurred during the June
2013 debris floods.
Below Highway 1A, overland flows from Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek then met the high
embankment of the CPR. Some of the overland flows in this area discharge to a relief culvert
under the railway, the approximate location of which is shown on Drawing 02. This arch culvert
is approximately 3.0 m wide and 2.1 m high. Photo B-9 shows a 1.7 m high water mark within
the culvert, which would have occurred during the 2013 flood. Outflows from the arch culvert
discharge to the industrial lands, which were completely flooded during the 2013 debris flood
(Photo B-10). Overland flows in this area also pond against the railway embankment in the
vicinity of the end of Diamond Drive. Flows from Jura Creek ponded in this area during the
June 2013 debris flood, eventually leading to a breach of the embankment.
By the afternoon of Saturday June 22, flows in both creeks had returned to normal levels for
the season. Photo B-11 shows the level of flood flows in Jura Creek during the 2013 debris
flood, while Photo B-12 and B-13 shows the extent of channel disturbance incurred on the fan.
3.3.

Overview of Short-Term Mitigation Completed in 2014

A number of short-term mitigation works have been completed following the 2013 debris flood.
3.3.1. Channel Excavation
As a result of the 2013 debris flood, much of the channel between the fan apex and Highway
1A had aggraded significantly, leaving a weakly incised channel that was prone to future
avulsions. Therefore, a channel was re-established over this length immediately following the
2013 debris flood. The reconstructed channel is approximately 25 to 30 m wide at the crest,
7 m wide at the base, has 2H:1V to 3H:1V sideslopes, and is about 2 to 3 m deep (Photo B-14).
The channel dimensions are reduced as the creek approaches Highway 1A (Photo B-15).
3.3.2. Heart Mountain Drive Berm
In 2014, the MD of Bighorn constructed a berm at the east end of the Hamlet of Exshaw. The
intent of the berm is to prevent unconfined flows from Jura Creek avulsions (to the east) and
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deflections from the Highway 1A embankment (to the south) inundating the topographic low
where a number of residences are located. As there were no available funds for this project,
the berm was completed by moving material from a gravel stockpile by the lagoons placed in
compacted lifts. The work was completed by a local contractor, Bowkor, and was not
monitored by a qualified engineer. No as-built data have been collected to date.
The approximate berm alignment is shown on Drawing 02. At its west end, the berm ties into
an existing, approximately 1-m high berm that is located on the south side of Heart Mountain
Drive (Photo B-16). The berm extends about 125 m to the northeast along the north side of
Highway 1A, before turning 90o to the northwest to follow the east side of a power line right-ofway for about 150 m where it then ties into high ground (Photo B-17).
The primary objective of the berm is to provide short-term protection to the Hamlet of Exshaw
from overbank flooding from Jura Creek to the east and not from any overland water that may
come from the west or the south. The berm will also protect the lift station shown in Photo B-17.
As noted, the residential homes along Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount McGillivary Drive are
located in a flat area where two alluvial fans merge. Flows to this area pond to the level of
Highway 1A, which is at a slightly higher elevation, before flowing over the highway and
towards the railway.
Prior to construction of the berm, the MD of Bighorn requested that BGC provide conceptual
level recommendations for the design and an assessment of the berm benefits. That analysis
is documented in a BGC memorandum (2014b) and included the following recommendations:
Any organics or woody debris under the berm footprint should be stripped to minimize
the potential for leakage under the berm.
The berm should be constructed with fill material that has a low permeability in order to
retain water on its outside. Fill material should have at least 30% fines (passing no.
200 sieve) content.
Fill material should be compacted in 300 mm thick uncompacted layers to 95% of
Standard Proctor Maximum Dry Density (SPMMDD).
Minimum side slopes of 2H:1V are recommended.
The crest of the berm should be approximately 1 m higher than the low elevation along
Highway 1A, which based on the 2013 LiDAR data is approximately 1288.7 m. A
ground survey would be required to accurately define the required crest elevation of
the berm. This crest elevation will allow ponded water to flow over the highway and
minimize the potential for overtopping.
It was further noted that the Jura (east) side of the berm will ultimately need riprap protection.
The berm will significantly reduce the potential for Jura Creek avulsions to inundate the
residential homes along Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount McGillivary Drive. However, this
area could still be flooded as a result of high groundwater levels, surface runoff from the steep
slopes to the north during a high intensity rainfall event, or an avulsion on Exshaw Creek
upstream of Highway 1A. For these scenarios, the berm would increase the flood hazard as
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water levels would pond to the crest of the berm, rather than to the top of Highway 1A. From
a hazard and risk perspective however, there is a significantly greater probability of an avulsion
on Jura Creek than Exshaw Creek as Exshaw Creek avulsions near the fan apex have now
been partially mitigated (Matrix, 2013). Moreover, long-term residents of Exshaw recall that
the low-lying area has been flooded several times in the last few decades by Jura Creek
avulsions, while the 2013 avulsion on Exshaw Creek is the only event during that same period.
BGC (2014b) noted that in the event of an avulsion on Exshaw Creek, an emergency
preparedness plan should be formulated such that machinery would be available to breach the
berm and allow water to spill over Highway 1A. A portable high powered pump should also be
considered that would be available to dewater the area in the event of high groundwater levels.
Alternatively, a flapgate culvert through the berm in the southeast corner could be considered.
Photo B-18 shows the berm under construction.
3.3.3. Culverts
As noted earlier, AT replaced the Jura Creek culvert at Highway 1A with a pair of concrete box
culverts. This work was completed during the summer of 2014. The box culverts have an
estimated capacity of 39 m3/s at a HW/D (high water flow depth) ratio of 1. Minimal channel
works were conducted below the highway, although a channel alignment due south was
established immediately downstream of the culverts within the right-of-way for the highway.
This configuration contrasts with the post-2013 flood orientation where flows where directed
more to the southwest.
During the 2013 debris flood, some of the flows in Jura Creek ended up flowing to the CPR
arch culvert located at the west end of the fan. However, flows also ponded against the railway
embankment in the vicinity of the end of Diamond Drive, eventually leading to a breach of the
embankment. During 2014, CPR installed three additional steel culverts at this breach
location. Two of the culverts have diameters of 1.2 m, while the third has a diameter of 1.5 m
(Photo B-19). These culverts were installed to increase the amount of flow passing through
the embankment (Drawing 14). On the other side of the embankment, outflows from these
three culverts are routed to the west to the outlet of the arch culvert via a ditch that was
excavated by CPR in 2014 (Photo B-20). A ditch to the west also exists on the upstream side
of these culverts. Both ditches drain toward the arch culvert further to the west and shown in
Drawing 02. Outflows from the arch culvert and the south ditch discharge onto relatively flat
terrain. These flows may drain to the southeast where three 900 mm diameter culverts are
located under Diamond Drive at a 45o angle (Drawing 14). These 900 mm culverts discharge
to a vegetated channel that conveys flows to the Bow River (Figure 3-1).
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Downstream view of the vegetated channel at the outlet of the three 900 mm
diameter culverts under Diamond Drive. BGC photograph of September 25, 2014.

CPR also installed a 1.5 m diameter culvert adjacent to the existing box culvert further to the
east in 2014 (Figure 2-3).
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DEBRIS-FLOOD PROCESSES

This section discusses geomorphic events on Jura Creek and the conclusion that the creek is
prone to debris floods and floods.
4.1.

Terminology

Steep mountain creeks are typically subject to a spectrum of mass movement processes that
range from clear water floods to debris floods to debris flows in order of increasing sediment
concentration. There is a continuum between these processes in space and time with floods
transitioning into debris floods and eventually debris flows through progressive sediment
entrainment. Conversely, dilution of a debris flow through partial sediment deposition and
tributary injection of water can lead to a transition towards debris floods and eventually floods.
Debris flows typically require a channel gradient in excess of some 30% for transport over long
distances and have volumetric sediment concentrations typically in excess of 50-60%. The
distinction between floods, debris floods and debris flows is important, as they differ in flow
mechanics and potential consequences.
et al., 2001). Debris floods typically occur on creeks with channel
gradients between 3 and 30%.
phase, non-Newtonian flow of sediment and water that operates between normal streamflow
(water flow) and debris flow (or mudf
hyperconcentrated flow and vice versa occur at minimum volumetric sediment concentrations
of 3 to 10%. Debris floods (as defined by Hungr et al.) have slightly lower sediment
concentrations than hyperconcentrated flows (as defined by Pierson), but this range depends
on the overall grain size distribution and the ability to acquire yield strength 5. In this report,
both debris floods and hyperconcentrated flows are termed debris floods.
4.2.

Debris-Flood Indices

BGC completed a number of investigations on the fan and watershed to determine the nature
of the primary fan-formation processes. These included test trenching on the fan and a
traverse of the mainstem channel of Jura Creek from the upper watershed to the fan apex.
4.2.1. Fan Slope
The mainstem channel of Jura Creek has an average slope of approximately 11% and is thus
indicative of debris-flood rather than debris-flow processes, which require gradients in excess

5

The yield strength is the internal resistance of the sediment mixture to shear stress deformation; it is
the result of friction between grains and cohesion (Pierson, 2005).
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of approximately 25% to convey debris flows. The average fan gradient of 5% is also indicative
of flood or debris flood processes, rather than debris flows. Drawing 08 is a longitudinal profile
of the mainstem channel and major tributaries.
4.2.2. Test Trenching
A total of 17 test trenches (J-TP-2 to J-TP-21) were dug by use of hydraulic excavators
between May 27 and 30, 2014 on Jura Creek fan down to a maximum depth of approximately
4.5 m. The test trenches were excavated as part of the frequency-magnitude analysis, which
is described in more detail in Section 5.0 and 6.0. Test trench locations are shown on
Drawing 09, while the logs are presented in Appendix C. As well as the BGC representatives
to document the test pit stratigraphy, the trenching was supervised by a paleontologist and
archaeologist from Bison Historical Resources.
Three sides of the test trenches were sloped to allow safe access to the trench and the vertical
face that served for logging was stepped at approximately half depth with a 1.5 m wide bench
for access and safety reasons. The vertical face was cleaned by shovel and trowel and each
unit was logged separately using texture and structure as principal characteristics.
Observations were specifically focused on whether the samples were clast-supported (i.e. a
majority of the clasts are in contact) or matrix-supported (i.e. individual clasts are rarely in
contact). The former is typical for flood and debris-flood deposits, while the latter is indicative
of mass movement processes such as debris flows or debris floods initiated by landslide dam
outbreak floods. Clast imbrication, bedding, normal or inverse grading or the absence thereof
were also noted and helped in the identification of individual flow units.
In a majority of the test trenches, debris floods deposits separated by paleosols were
encountered. Debris flood deposits were distinguished from flood deposits based on their
facies (the type and appearance of the sediments). Flood deposits are characterized by
-bedding, horizontal
bedding, and clasts are always in contact. In contrast, debris flood deposits lack the above
criteria and may be matrix supported (clasts not always in contact with each other).
4.2.3. Channel Traverse
A channel hike of Jura Creek was completed on June 3, 2014 after snow had melted from the
watershed. The hike commenced in the upper reaches of the watershed and concluded on
the fan, a distance of about 10 km. The purpose of this channel hike was to:
1. Identify sources of sediment that could be mobilized in debris floods;
2. Identify remnants of landslide dams in the channel (and estimate their volume);
3. Identify unstable slopes with the potential of damming the channel; and
4. Estimate peak flows of the June 2013 debris flood from high water marks in the
channel.
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As discussed in Section 2, the lower to mid reaches of the creek are incised several tens of
meters into a thick sequence of late Pleistocene glacial tills materials that are actively raveling
or slumping into the main and tributary channels of Jura Creek. The approximate extent of
these slopes is delineated on Drawing 07 (denoted as raveling slope). An example of these
raveling slopes is shown below.

Figure 4-1.

Ravelling slope on the west side of Jura Creek. BGC photograph of June 3, 2014.
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Aerial view of ravelling slopes on Jura Creek. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.

While the ravelling slopes contribute sediment to the main channel, it appears that a majority
of sediment to the valley bottom is contributed by steep tributaries that are prone to frequent
debris-flow activity.
About 25 of these debris-flow prone tributaries are delineated on
Drawing 07. Almost all of these tributaries showed evidence of recent debris-flow activity (i.e.
2013) during the channel traverse. Examples are shown below. Some of these tributaries are
capable of producing large debris flows of up to 100,000 m3 in magnitude (Class 4, Jakob
2005).
The larger tributaries are located on the east side of the valley, where the slopes are longer
due to the prevailing structure of the bedrock (Figure 4-7). On the east side, the dip slopes
have typical angles of 35-40o compared to the scarp slopes on the west side with gradients on
the order of 60o. This asymmetry has led to greater distances between the summit ridges to
the main creek on the east side (~ 1000-2000 m) compared to the west side (500-700 m) which
in turn leads to larger watershed areas on the east side of the valley. Larger watersheds, and
bedding planes exposed by erosion, will create larger debris flows in tributaries than small
watersheds coming from the west side and being fed by rock fall from the steeper scarp slopes.
This topography is exemplified in Figures 4-3 to 4-7.
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Figure 4-3.

Debris-flow tributary on the east side of Jura Creek. BGC photograph of July 23,
2013.

Figure 4-4.

Second debris-flow tributary on the east side of Jura Creek. BGC photograph of
July 23, 2013.
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South (downstream) view of the Jura Creek valley. Note the asymmetry in the
valley sidelopes and watershed areas, with longer slopes and larger watershed
areas on the left side of the photo. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.

The abundance of active sediment sources as well as the largely alluvial nature of the channel
bed leads to a classification of Jura Creek as a supply unlimited watershed. This implies that
debris floods can and will occur upon exceedance of certain hydroclimatic thresholds and
shear stresses in the channel that will lead to en-masse mobilization of portions of the channel
bed. The two photographs below illustrate the abundance of sediment in the mainstem
channel of Jura Creek.
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Figure 4-8.

Downstream view of Jura Creek in mid to upper reaches. Note the wide active
channel and abundance of sediment. BGC photograph of June 3, 2014.

Figure 4-9.

Aerial view looking north of Jura Creek in mid reaches. Note the wide active
channel and abundance of sediment. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.
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During the channel traverse, BGC also noted that for many of the tributaries that experienced
debris flows, the momentum generated by the geomorphic event was able to sustain a debrisflow rheology in the mainstem channel for a short distance before transitioning into a more
typical debris-flood rheology. As a result, it was apparent that sediment had been mobilized
across the width of the valley in mid to upper reaches of the watershed during the 2013 debris
flood. This observation is revealing in that the channel is up to 40 to 50 m wide in places. In
lower reaches, where there are fewer tributaries, the channel is narrower and while still
showing evidence of significant disturbance, it was apparent that the amount of bedload in
transport and also peak discharge was notably decreased compared to reaches upstream.
Peak discharge is normally expected to increase as one moves downstream, but the inference
in this case is that the tributary debris flows created transient and spatially variable peaks in
discharge that rapidly dissipated.
4.2.4. Landslide Dams
BGC had speculated that landslide dams have formed in the past along Jura Creek. However,
during our field investigations we found no evidence of past landslide damming along Jura
Creek of significant size. Evidence would include eroded landslide deposits on both sides of
the channel, large bouldery deposits truncated by stream bank erosion, possibly upstream
lacustrine sediments should the landslide dam have persisted for many years, and high paired
terraces downstream or immediately upstream of the landslide dams. While these geomorphic
indicators have been observed on other creeks in the area (e.g. Cougar Creek), they were not
observed on Jura Creek.
Jura Creek also passes through a bedrock canyon for a distance of about 175 m immediately
above the fan apex. This canyon is as narrow as several meters in places (Figure 4-10). If
significant landslide dam outbreak floods had occurred at the past, it is likely that there would
be some geomorphic evidence of such an event (e.g. abandoned terrace) at the entrance to
this bedrock canyon, where the channel rapidly constricts.
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Figure 4-10. Downstream view of Jura Creek in bedrock canyon above the fan apex. BGC
photograph of July 23, 2013.

of the Jura Creek watershed. As noted earlier, the scarp slopes on the west side of Jura Creek
are prone to some toppling and fragmental rock fall but are less likely to produce large
(> 100,000 m3) rock slides or rock avalanches than the east side of the valley where some of
the bedding planes in the sedimentary strata are daylighting. Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show
examples of such steeply dipping strata that are likely to reach the valley bottom of Jura Creek.
In those cases, it is possible that Jura Creek could be dammed for extended periods of time.
Even if rock slides or rock avalanches do not reach the valley bottom, they could supply
significant volumes of debris to the headwaters of debris-flow prone streams which would then
remobilize such debris and supply it to the mainstem channel of Jura Creek. Figure 4-13 is
such an example with an extensive oversteepened fan extending into the Jura Creek floodplain
(this is the same watershed as shown in Figure 4-12).
Because BGC did not encounter evidence of such failures in the past, landslide dam breaches
were not included as a hazard scenario.
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Figure 4-11. Steeply dipping sedimentary limestone rocks of the Pika Formation overlying
limestones and dolomites of the Cairn, Southesk and Alexo Formations.

Figure 4-12. Steeply dipping rocks on the east side of Jura Creek (same sequence as described
above). Note the daylighting slabs marked by red arrows which could produce rock
slides or rock avalanches.
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Figure 4-13. Tributary in the upper Jura Creek watershed supplying large volumes of debris to
the mainstem of Jura Creek though repeat debris flows.

Tributary debris flows can also result in landslide dams under favourable geologic conditions.
Several tributaries have the potential of producing large debris flows of up to 100,000 m3 in
magnitude (Class 4, Jakob 2005); however, under the conditions in which these flows would
occur (intense rainfall or rain on snow) it is very likely that Jura Creek would witness high
discharge which would quickly erode the debris-flow sediments. Moreover, at confluences the
main channel is fairly wide (up to 40 m), which hinders the potential for landslide dam formation
and impoundment, and would lead to rapid incision on the opposite valley side where the debris
flow deposits are likely to be the thinnest
4.2.5. Interpretation
The June 2013 debris flood was characterized by very high bedload movement rates.
Sediment was mobilized through channel bed entrainment, bank collapse and tributary debris
flows. The stratigraphic legacy of this event was an unsorted, non-imbricated, matrix-rich but
still predominantly clast-supported debris-flood deposit, much like those observed in various
test pits. No evidence of landslide damming was observed during fieldwork for this event, and
the channel hike confirmed that there was no evidence of historic damming in the channel.
Despite these observations, large rock slope movements with the potential of damming Jura
Creek cannot be discarded and should be revisited if development plans are contemplated for
Jura Creek fan.
For the return periods considered in this report (up to 3000 years), BGC concludes that debris
floods on Jura Creek are triggered by intense rainfall events (potentially augmented by
concurrent snowmelt). This process will result in fluvial-dominated deposition on the fan (i.e.
a clast-supported deposit). However, in cases where significant channel bank erosion occurs
and more fines are entrained, the deposits are likely to evolve from clast-supported to matrix1March2015 Jura Hazard Assessment FINAL
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supported. It is also possible that a debris flow could occur on one of the mid-watershed
tributaries and transfer its momentum to the mainstem channel. While the mainstem channel
gradient is not sufficiently steep to convey a debris flow, it is possible that the event would
maintain the characteristics of as hyperconcentrated flow when it reached the fan. The exact
transition from one to another process is impossible to reconstruct without direct observations
of the flow itself.
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5.0

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

5.1.

Introduction

Frequency analysis assesses how often hydro-geomorphic6 events such as debris floods
occur, on average. Frequency can be expressed either as a return period or an annual
probability of occurrence. For example, if five debris floods have occurred within a 100 year
period, the average return period is 20 years and the annual probability is the inverse, so 0.05,
or a 5% chance that a debris flood may occur in any given year. This logic assumes data
stationarity which implies no shifts in either the mean or variance of the hydroclimate data
responsible for triggering and sustaining debris floods. If a statistically significant trend is
detected and believed to persist in the future, reported return periods for given event volumes
would change accordingly (see point 2 below).
Frequency and magnitude (volume and peak discharge) of floods and debris floods are
inversely related7. The higher the frequency, the lower the debris-flood magnitude and vice
versa. In short, the larger an event, the rarer it will be. A frequency analysis alone does not
inform on the relationship between magnitudes and frequencies. This relation is the subject
of Section 6.0.
The frequency principle is complicated by several factors:
1. A continuum exists between flooding and debris flooding. Exact differentiation can only
be achieved through direct sampling of the sediment-water slurry and subsequent
measurement of the water-sediment ratio. Furthermore, it is often difficult to detect
when bedload transportation through rolling and saltation of individual particles ends,
and mass mobilization of the channel bed begins. As this process hinges on channel
slope, as well as grain size distribution and stream power, it may also undergo flux in
time and space in the same event.
2. Just like debris floods, floods in steep mountain creeks such as Jura Creek transport
large amounts of debris as bedload, which is being differentially deposited.
Characteristic flood deposits with normal grading (finer particles on top) may be
observed along the fan fringes but are rare on alluvial fans in mountainous
environments. Clear differentiation by deposit texture and structure is challenging.
With respect to frequency analysis, the implication is that mixed (debris flood/flood)
populations can be expected in the stratigraphic column and that some judgment needs
to be applied to assign the observed deposits to either a flood or a debris flood.
3. Frequency analysis assumes that the occurrence of debris floods is stationary over
time and that there is no upward or downward trend in the occurrence of debris floods.

6

Hydro-geomorphic processes are Earth-surface processes whose dominant driver is water, albeit at
varying concentrations with respect to sediment.

7

This general paradigm stands for all geophysical phenomena (earthquakes, tornados, hurricanes etc.)
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While one can still average return periods over time series in the past, an observed
trend would not allow one to extrapolate the long-term average into the future as such
an average may over or underestimate future debris-flood frequencies. This is
especially important in light of climate change, which increasingly challenges the
stationarity assumption (Milly et al.
scanning of the pertinent literature (BGC, 2014a) demonstrated that the frequency of
extreme rainfall and runoff events may have been increasing for the last two decades
or so. Thus, average frequencies of the past may no longer serve as adequate
surrogates for debris-flood frequencies of the future.
4. Frequency analysis assumes data independence. The implication is that one climatic
event leading to a debris flood cannot influence the occurrence of the next one. While
this is likely true for individual debris floods on Jura Creek (as the watershed is supply
unlimited and does not require a recharge of sediment between events), it is possible
that larger climatic cycles may create time-dependent clusters of climatic events
leading to debris floods. At this stage, such clustering is somewhat speculative and
does likely not warrant a different type of statistical analysis.
In the following sub-sections, sources of frequency data are detailed that were applied at Jura
Creek to determine debris-flood event frequencies. These include the following:
Historical accounts
Historic air photograph interpretation
Radiocarbon dating
Dendrochronology.
5.2.

Historical Accounts

On July 24, 2013, BGC interviewed a number of Exshaw residents, including Reeve Dene
Cooper of Exshaw, and Bill Luka, Al Hogarth and Mark Facerte who work for the MD of Bighorn.
All of these individuals noted that Jura Creek is an ongoing issue due to sediment build-up at
the Highway 1A crossing. Significant events reportedly occurred in 1990 and 2005 when the
highway culvert became blocked, resulting in flooding at the east end of the hamlet. Historically
Exshaw Creek has been less of an issue from a flooding and maintenance perspective.
Historical accounts of flooding on Exshaw Creek go back to 1906. In Exshaw: Heart of the
Valley (Alexander and Cooper, 2005) reference is made to two floods:
In April 1906, five men established a camp site to begin preparations for the cement
plant. Heavy rain reportedly resulted in Exshaw Creek flooding, inundating the camp
site and washing out the CPR line.
Exshaw Creek flooded again in 1928, washing away several houses and creating an
avulsion channel.
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It is possible that Jura Creek also experienced debris floods in 1906 and 1928, although the
dendrochronologic record did not identify growth disturbances during those years. This does
not imply that there was no debris flood in Jura Creek, but if there was, it would have remained
confined to the active channel without leaving dendrochronologic evidence.
In addition, BGC contacted Richard Bremner of Bremner Engineering, who has been
responsible for excavating sediment out of highway culverts in the Canmore and Exshaw area
for a couple of decades. According to Mr. Bremner, the highway crossing of Jura Creek
typically needs to be cleaned out every 2 to 3 years with typical sediment removal volumes on
the order of 3,000 to 4,000 m3.
5.3.

Air Photograph Interpretation

BGC completed an extensive search of the available air photograph record for the area and
obtained digital copies from the following sources:
The Alberta Air Photo Library
The National Air Photo Library
The University of Calgary Library
The Canmore Museum and Geoscience Centre.
For Jura Creek, the following air photographs were analyzed (Table 5-1). Orthorectified photos
showing the fan in each of following years are presented in Drawing 10.
Table 5-1. Jura Creek historical aerial photographs.
Year

Roll/Line

Photo #

Scale

Date

1950

AS167, 5101/02

17-19

1:40,000

September 23

1958

AS744, 5102

19-20

1:15,840

September 10

1972

AS1185, Line 67
AS1185, Line 68

11-12
43-44

1:21,120

July 8

1975

AS1383, Line 9

216-217

1:12,000

June 1

1981

AS2291, Line 8-NE

74-75

1:25,000

May

1997

AS4824, LN-3
AS4824, LN-4
AS4824, LN-5
AS4824, LN-6

71-72
91-92
109-110
129-131

1:15,000

July 19

2008

AS5450, LN-35E

245-246

1:30,000

August 18

2013

DS 2013234

353-354,
398-400

1:10,000

September 12
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The collected air photos were examined for evidence of debris floods. Debris floods on
mountain creeks typically strip the affected area of vegetation or obliterate it. If such events
are large enough, they leave a cover of debris-flood deposits which show up as light grey or
white on the air photographs.
The following observations were made from the air photo analysis. The reported date indicates
changes that occurred between the previous and present air photograph:
1950: The main channel of Jura Creek veers west at the power line clearings and
appears to have been recently active. The main channel seen is currently an avulsion
channel. There is evidence of another avulsion channel further upstream towards the
western fan edge which can likely be attributed to fan head avulsions. The fan is
undeveloped with the exception of the Highway 1A, small roads, trails, and cut lines.
1958: No major channel changes since 1950. Housing has been constructed on the
west side of the creek in the Hamlet of Exshaw (not visible on Drawing 10).
1972: The active channel has narrowed through vegetation re-establishment in
formerly active channel areas. Graymont lime and limestone plant has been
constructed on the distal east fan sector.
1975: Significant sediment deposition along the channel has occurred between 1972
and 1975 as well as along old avulsion channels suggesting a debris flood during this
time period.
1981: No significant change from 1975.
1997: Major channelization from the fan apex to Highway 1A. The creek channel has
been straightened and no longer curves west at the power lines, but rather follows an
old avulsion course.
2008: Channel widening and sediment deposition evident along the south ditch of
Highway 1A downstream of the main channel. The old main channel veering west
appears active again.
2013: Large amount of sediment aggradation along channel with visible signs of bank
erosion. Sediment deposition on the north side of Highway 1A towards the Hamlet of
Exshaw, as well as significant deposition south of the highway (Drawing 11).
The air photographs and historical accounts suggest that there have been four debris flood
events on Jura Creek in the past sixty years: one between 1972 and 1975 (most likely 1974, a
year where there were reports of significant flooding in the Bow Valley and which is also
confirmed by the dendrochronologic analysis in Section 5.4), 1990, 2005 and 2013. The 1990
and 2005 debris floods have also been confirmed by dendrochronological analyses. These
floods were all likely Class 4 events, with sediment transport volumes in excess of 10,000 m3.
Dendrochronological analysis paired with air photograph interpretation estimates the volumes
of these four events to 27,000 m3 (1974), 9500 m3 (1990), 16,000 m3 (2005) and 26,000 m3
(2013). Sediment volume classes are per the convention of Jakob (2005), who provided a size
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classification for debris flows based on sediment volume and peak discharge. The lower end
of this size classification is used in this report in reference to the sediment volume of debrisflood events, as summarized in Table 5-2 below.
Table 5-2. Size classification for debris floods (after Jakob, 2005).
Size Class

Volume range
(m3)

1

< 102

2

102

103

3

103

104

4

104

105

5

105

106

Small sediment movement events (less than Class 4) cannot be reliably identified from the
aerial photographs unless they have led to avulsions from the main channel. The difficulty in
observing evidence of debris-flood activity is in part due to limitations in photograph scale and
quality. Small events that do not significantly change the channel or deposit significant
amounts of sediment are very difficult to detect in air photo analysis. Therefore, although Class
2 and 3 events likely occurred between 1950 and 2013 on Jura Creek, they cannot be identified
through air photo analysis.
5.4.

Dendrochronology

Dendrochronology is an absolute dating method in which annually distinct tree rings are used
to determine the age of a tree. Dendrogeomorphology, a sub discipline of dendrochronology,
focuses on geomorphological processes that influence tree growth. It is used to accurately
date geomorphic events such as debris flows and debris floods.
Depending on the ages of trees along the mainstem channel of a creek, dendrogeomorphology
can extend the frequency record of debris floods well past the air photograph record and may
close the time gap between air photograph interpretation (several decades) and radiocarbon
dating (century to millennia). Unlike the other two methods, dendrogeomorphology can also
be precise to the nearest year in dating growth disturbances, and in some cases, even the
seasonal timing of growth disturbance can be deciphered (Stoffel and Bollschweiler, 2008).
5.4.1. Methods
137 trees were sampled on April 2 and 3, 2014 from coniferous trees along Jura Creek
(Drawing 12). Two species were sampled: Engelmann spruce (picea engelmannii) and
Douglas fir (pseudotsuga menziesii). The growth rings in these samples were analyzed to
identify anomalies that may be associated with debris-flow events. Appendix C outlines the
processes of dendrogeomorphological analysis in further detail.
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5.4.2. Results
Based on the above criteria, fifteen dates were observed in the dendrogeomorphology samples
that are interpreted to show debris-flood-related growth reactions. Drawing 12 shows the
location of all sampled trees as well as the dates and extents of observed growth disturbances.
Event dates are summarized in Table 5-3. Inferred Jura Creek event dates are compared to
Bow River flow data and other known and inferred event dates in Figure 5-1.
Table 5-3. Debris-flood event dates inferred from dendrochronology.
Inferred DebrisFlood Date

Date(s) From
Sample(s)

Number of
Affected
Samples(1)

1884

1884, 1885, 1887

5, 2 scars

Reported 1884 Bow River Flood (Nelson
and Byrne, 1966), inferred event on
Three Sisters Creek

1902

1901, 1902

5, 1 scar

High flow on the Bow River, inferred
event on Three Sisters Creek

1916

1916 through 1919

9, 1 scar

High flow on the Bow River in Calgary
and Banff, inferred event on Three
Sisters Creek

1933

1930 through 1934

28, 4 scars

1937

1937 through 1938

15, 4 scars

1948

1948, 1949

19, 2 scars

High flow on the Bow River, inferred
events on Stone and Exshaw Creeks,
reported event on Cougar Creek

1956

1954 through 1959

22, 2 scars

Reported event on Cougar Creek,
inferred event on Three Sisters Creek

1960

1960 to 1963

30, 2 scars

Inferred event on Stone and Exshaw
Creeks in 1960

1969

1969 and 1970

12, 1 scar

High flow reported on the Bow River in
Calgary, inferred event on Three Sisters
Creek in 1970

1974

1974 through 1977

11, 4 scars

Inferred event on Three Sisters and
Stone Creeks, reported event on Cougar
Creek.

1984

1984, 1985

6, 2 scars

Inferred event on Stone Creek

1986

1986, 1987, 1988

24, 5 scars

High flow on the Bow River

1990

1990 through 1993

15, 1 scar

High flow on the Bow River, reported
event on Cougar Creek

1995

1995 through 1999

14, 2 scars

High flow on the Bow, reported event on
Cougar Creek

Corresponding Data

High flow on the Bow River, inferred
event on Three Sisters and Stone
Creeks
-
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Inferred DebrisFlood Date

Date(s) From
Sample(s)

Number of
Affected
Samples(1)

2005

2004 through 2007

9, 1 scar

Corresponding Data
High flow on the Bow, reported event on
Cougar and Jura Creeks

(1)

show scars, TRDs and/or reaction wood. Growth variations were not included directly in this sample count, but were considered
when identifying event years.

Of the fifteen inferred events listed in the table and shown in Figure 5-1, ten events correlate
to Bow River flooding or high Bow River flows (instantaneous peak flow greater than 500 m 3/s).
These events may be attributable to relatively high intensity regional rainfall events, similar to
the June 2013 event, which caused a debris flood on Jura Creek as well as severe flooding on
the Bow River. The five events that do not correspond to high Bow River flows were likely
triggered by short duration, high intensity rainfall, such as occurs in thunderstorms. Such
isolative convective storms would not result in Bow River floods.
Inferred debris flood events on Jura Creek also show high correlation with debris flow and
debris floods on other local creeks, as determined by dendrogeomorphology and historical
records. This is consistent with the June 2013 event, in which Jura Creek flooding was
accompanied by flooding on Cougar, Stone, Three Sisters and Exshaw Creeks, in addition to
several other creeks in the MD of Bighorn region.
5.4.3. Limitations
Dendrogeomorphological analysis does not allow a clear designation of process type; thus,
the dated events may have been debris floods or floods. However, debris floods are more
likely to lead to channel aggradation and avulsions as they tend to mobilize more sediment.
Not all noted historical events are preserved in the tree ring record, as some trees will have
been destroyed or transported by large debris floods, or removed during fan development.
Sample size may also limit the completeness of the dendrogeomorphological results.
5.4.4. Summary
Dendrogeomorphology was utilized at Jura Creek to extend the short term chronological record
to the late 1800s as well as refine the timing of debris-flood events identified in the air
photograph interpretation. By using dendrogeomorphology, BGC was able to identify fifteen
events between 1884 and 2013. As with air photograph interpretation, it is unlikely that all
events in the timeframe have been recorded due to the lack of sample depth in the trees. If it
is assumed that all 15 dated events are associated with debris floods, and counting the event
of 2013, the return period of debris floods on Jura Creek is approximately 8 years.
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Radiocarbon Dating

In contrast to historical accounts, air photographs, and dendrochronology, radiocarbon dating
potentially extends the record of debris-flood frequency to include the entire history of fan
development, depending on the availability of datable material.
5.5.1. Introduction
Radiocarbon dating involves measuring the amount of the radioisotope 14C preserved in fossil
organic materials and using the rate of radioactive decay to calculate the age of a sample.
This method requires the deposition and preservation of organic materials within the
sedimentary stratigraphy of the fan. The age range of this method is from approximately
45,000 years to several decades. As such, the method is applicable to the time scale of postglacial fan formation in the Rocky Mountains and Cordillera.
As noted by Chiverrell and Jakob (2013) the deposits that accumulate across the continuum
from colluvial to alluvial processes-dominated systems range across:
Sediment gravity-flow deposits;
Poorly sorted and often matrix-supported angular boulders and gravels;
High energy and often distributary fluvial deposits;
Poorly-sorted clast-supported boulders and gravels; and
Lower energy well-sorted sand and silt alluvial deposits.
In large fan complexes such as Jura Creek, this range can be observed to be spatially variable
with a downstream fining tendency, but channel shifts during fan formation challenge this
simplified model. Establishing chronological control of alluvial sedimentation through
radiocarbon dating can help clarify some of these complexities.
5.5.2. Sampling Methodology
A total of 16 test trenches were dug by use of hydraulic excavators between May 27 and 30,
2014 on Jura Creek fan down to a maximum depth of approximately 4.5 m (Drawing 09). One
location where the Jura Creek fan is truncated by Bow River, J-WP-1, was also logged.
Because of the lack of urban development on the fan, there were relatively few limitations to
the test pit locations.
Paleosols8 were identified as distinct units and sampled for relict organic materials.
Radiocarbon measurements from paleosols provide ages that can give minimum (or older
than) or younger than relationships with the overlying or underlying units. Furthermore, short-

8

Paleosols are a stratum of ancient soil horizons. On alluvial fans they are indicative of a period of
relative low sediment deposition activity for some time.
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lived plant detritus such as leaves or seeds that are incorporated within a debris-flood unit are
thought to be contemporaneous with the depositional event. Therefore, for each sample
obtained, the relationship to the overlying and underlying geomorphic unit was noted. The test
trench logs are summarized in Appendix D.
The samples were placed in sealable plastic bags and the organic samples were sent to Beta
Analytic laboratory in Miami, Florida, for radiometric analysis. Due to the low weight of most
samples and the added precision granted by Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS), this
method was chosen for the analysis.
5.5.3. Results
The radiocarbon ages from the test pits and exposures are summarized in Appendix D. Table
5-4 summarizes the sample locations and 14C dates.
Table 5-4. Sample dates and locations used to determine the possible event time periods from
the radiocarbon dating.
Test Pit

Depth
(m)

Conventional
Date
(years BP1)

Calibrated Date
(Cal BP)2

Calendar Age3

J-TP-04

1.1

270

430 - 155

1520 -1795 CE

J-TP-05

1.45

100

270 - Post 0

1680 - Post 1950 CE

J-TP-08

1.5

2440

2705 - 2355

755 - 405 BCE

J-TP-16

5.3

1280

1285 - 1175

665 - 775 CE

J-TP-18

1.4

210

305 - Post 0

1645 - Post 1950 CE

J-TP-21

1.6

1240

1270 - 1070

680 - 880 CE

1.6

1590

1550 - 1405

400 - 545 CE

2.2

1760

1730 - 1575

220 - 375 CE

2.4

1630

1570 - 1415

380 - 535 CE

2.4

6670

7585 - 7495

5635 - 5545 BCE

1.3

1240

1270 - 1070

680 - 880 CE

2.5

2510

2740 - 2490

790 - 540 BCE

3.3

2990

3315 - 3070

1365 - 1120 BCE

J-WP1

1

Before present (BP) refers to years before 1950.

2

Because atmospheric carbon has fluctuated in the past, a calibration curve is used to convert between radiocarbon and
calendar ages. Conventional radiocarbon ages report what the age of the sample would be if atmospheric carbon was
There are often multiple date ranges determined through calibration, however for
simplicity only a range of the possible oldest to possible newest date are given. Refer to Appendix E for full calibration
results.

3

CE/BC refer to Common Era and Before Common Era, respectively.
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Based on the above radiocarbon samples, the test pits appear to have encountered at least
six separate debris flood deposits that could be dated. These dates are summarized in
Table 5-5 below and their interpretation are considered further in Section 6.5.
Table 5-5. Debris-flood event time periods identified from dating of organic samples found in
debris-flood deposits in test pits on Jura Creek fan.
Time Period
(calibrated years BP)

Deposit Location

Deposit Depth

J-TP-5
J-TP-18

1.55 to 2.15 m
1.75 to 2.1 m

>430 - 1551

J-TP-4

1.2 to 1.4 m

>1285 - 1070

J-TP-16
J-WP-1

5.4 to 6.3 m
1.8 to 2.05 m

>1550 - 1405

J-TP-21

1.67 to 1.97 m

>2705 - 2355

J-TP-8

1.7 to 2.6 m

>7585 - 7495

J-TP-21

2.7 to 3.4 (EOH2) m

>305

Post 0

1

The 430 to 155 BP event was not included in the 305 to Post 0 BP event because the calibrated solutions did not overlap for
any time period. Refer to Appendix E for full calibration results.

2

EOH refers to end of hole or the bottom of the test pit. Therefore the observed debris-flood deposit may extend deeper than
3.4 m.

5.5.4. Limitations
The error in determining event dates is less with the dating process itself, but rather with the
collection of samples and associating these samples with different events. Organics may not
have necessarily been deposited at the same time as sediment deposition. Erosion, root
growth, and many other factors can cause organics to be sampled in a unit that does not share
the same date. Therefore, experience and judgment of the sampler is required to select
samples that are representative of the unit in which they are collected.
The six identified time periods are assumed to represent individual debris-flood events. It is
not possible to state with certainty if the specified period contained a single large event or
rather a series of temporally closely spaced events. Furthermore, it cannot be claimed that all
large (approximately > 10,000 m3) debris-flood events were documented through test trenching
and radiocarbon dating. Many of the test pits did not encounter paleosols or organics entrained
within debris-flood deposits.
While radiocarbon dating is classified as an absolute dating method, it is a probabilistic
approach. Each radiocarbon measurement forms a scatter around the true age of the sample.
This imprecision in the radiocarbon measurement, which does not exist for some other
absolute dating methods such as dendrochronology, needs to be reconciled in the
interpretation of the results. Allowing for measurement error, the likely scatter and calibration
range of an individual radiocarbon measurement provides an age range rather than a precise
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date (Chiverrell and Jakob, 2013). However, this uncertainty is considered to be low compared
to the other uncertainties described above.
5.6.

Summary

Historical accounts, air photo interpretation, dendrochronology, and radiocarbon dating were
applied to decipher the frequency of debris floods on Jura Creek. Each of these methods is
associated with advantages and limitations and each spans a different, but often overlapping,
time range. However, combination of the various methods yields the best information that can
be achieved within a reasonable time frame and budget. The information presented in this
section is a critical component of the debris-flood magnitude reconstruction discussed in the
next section.
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6.0

MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS

6.1.

Introduction

The objective of this magnitude analysis is to estimate sediment volumes and peak flows of
past debris floods. Such an analysis is central to the hazard assessment because the range
of magnitudes is used as input into the numerical modelling. This, in turn, forms the basis for
the quantitative risk assessment (QRA).
Determining debris-flood magnitudes is fraught with difficulty because older deposits can be
eroded or reworked and are therefore often difficult to distinguish unambiguously from one
another. Given the spatially limited extent of test trenching, it is also questionable if the full
extent of individual events has been documented, or if the originally deposited material has
been preserved. Moreover, it is problematic to differentiate between the amount of debris that
is introduced to the fan from upstream past the fan apex, and debris that is recruited from bank
erosion or channel bed scour from the fan reaches.
Rather than relying on a single method to estimate debris-flood volume, BGC employed a
variety of methods, which, in combination, increase the confidence in the chosen frequencymagnitude relationship (Section 7.0). The methods are:
Estimate for the 2013 debris flood through the comparison of pre- and post-event
LiDAR;
Estimates from empirical rainfall-sediment transport relationships developed for a
Swiss dataset and supplemented with the data from the Bow Valley; and
Measurements of debris deposition areas on historical air photographs supplemented
with dendrochronologically derived dates and locations of tree growth disturbances;
and
Volume estimations from stratigraphic analysis and radiocarbon dating.
None of the above methods is likely to provide a fully reliable magnitude estimate of future
debris floods on its own, but a comparison of the methods with the respective limitations and
uncertainties improves the understanding and estimation of a reasonable range of debris-flood
magnitudes. Together with the frequencies of the respective events, this yields a frequencymagnitude relation which is discussed in Section 7.
6.2.

Volume Estimate of the June 2013 Debris Flood

The volume of sediment transported onto the fan during the 2013 flood was investigated using
LiDAR data. A LiDAR survey was completed in the fall of 2013 by McElhanney. An earlier
LiDAR survey had been completed on September 18, 2008 along the Bow River valley and
was provided to BGC by Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development
(AESRD). Those survey data were obtained from the province and BGC generated a second
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DEM of the Jura Creek fan. Volumetric changes along the channel were then quantified by
overlaying the 2008 and 2013 DEMs.
For the DEM comparison, BGC generated 2 m x 2 m grids using the 2008 and 2013 LiDAR
data. The grids were then overlaid in ArcGIS and the active (i.e. unvegetated) channel of Jura
Creek was delineated. Results of the comparison are shown in Drawing 13. Areas of
deposition are delineated by the colour orange and yellow, while areas of erosion are shown
in shades of green. Table 6-1 below summarizes the volumetric changes downstream of the
fan apex of Jura Creek.
Table 6-1. 2009-2013 LiDAR comparison on Jura Creek fan.
Reach
Fan Apex to Bow River

6.3.

Cut
(m3)

Fill
(m3)

Net Change
(m3)

19,000

45,000

26,000

Debris-Flood Volume Estimates from Empirical Rainfall-Sediment Transport
Relations

6.3.1. Introduction
Prediction of bedload transport can be important for hazard assessments and engineering
applications although knowledge on sediment transport is still limited, particularly from a
modelling perspective (see Church, 2013, for tables of data on steep creek sediment
transport). Furthermore, few sediment transport studies have been completed for steep (>
5%) mountain creeks, and as noted by Hassan et al. (2005), sediment transport in such
channels may be quite different from low-gradient channels. Hillslope processes are intimately
linked to channel processes with some channels being supply-limited while other being supplyunlimited (Jakob and Bovis, 1996; Rickenmann, 2005). As pointed out by Church and
Zimmermann (2007), steep mountain creeks can display a multitude of grain sizes, variable
sediment sources, and rough and structured stream beds with a step-pool morphology. Large
boulders (keystones), woody debris and occasional bedrock sections further create significant
variation in channel geometry, flow velocity and roughness, all of which render theoretical or
flume-derived sediment transport equations questionable (Gomi and Sidle, 2003). These
channel characteristics apply to the lower reaches upstream of the Jura Creek fan apex.
6.3.2. Data Sets
During August 21-23, 2005 severe flooding occurred in a large area of northern Switzerland
with significant morphological changes in stream channels (Jäggi, 2007). Similar to the June
2013 southeastern Albertan flood, this event was associated with more than 200 mm of rain
within three days with corresponding return periods exceeding 100 years. Unlike the flood in
southeastern Alberta, there was no snowmelt contribution in the Swiss storm. As many
mountain creek hazards have been mitigated by catchment basins and LiDAR data collection
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is prevalent, the sediment volumes could be determined. A database was subsequently
created with 33 debris flows and 39 fluvial sediment transport events, details of which are
reported in Rickenmann and Koschni (2010). These authors used a variety of transport
movement equations to compare modeled and predicted sediment transport volumes including
those by Rickenmann (2001), Rickenmann and McArdell (2007), Hunziker and Jaeggi (1992),
Recking et al.
et al. (1996). Rickenmann and Koschni (2010) found
reasonable agreements between modelled and measured sediment volumes for channels with
less than 5% gradient using the Meyer-Peter and Mueller equations. In contrast, for steeper
channels, the observed sediment volumes transported by fluvial processes are over-predicted
by bedload equations developed for steep channels.
Given the value of the Rickenmann and Koschni (2010) database, BGC analyzed the data
further. First, BGC separated the debris flow events from the mostly fluvial transport data.
Watersheds with very large areas and correspondingly low gradients (< 1%) were also deleted
from the dataset. These deletions provided a final dataset of 36 cases. Multivariate regression
analysis was then applied to the log-transformed dataset to determine sediment volumes
based on catchment area, rainfall volume, runoff coefficient, surface runoff and channel
gradient. This analysis yielded the two following formulae:
[Eq. 6-2]
[Eq. 6-3]
where
is the total sediment volume displaced and
is the total rainfall. The difference
between the two formulae is the inclusion of channel slope in Equation 6-3. However, since
the increase in variance is very small (2%), the effect of slope appears small. Neglecting slope
would not be appropriate had the entire dataset been used as that also includes debris flows.
Therefore, the formula presented above is only appropriate for debris floods with channel
gradients from approximately 2 to 24%.
In addition to the Swiss dataset, BGC created a dataset with 14 creeks in the Bow Valley9 that
experienced debris floods during the June 2013 storm. Sediment volumes deposited on each
fan were estimated by comparing 2008 or 2009 LiDAR to 2013 LiDAR, as described in Section
6.2. Runoff volumes were calculated using the June 19-22, 2013 precipitation isohyet along
with estimated snowmelt contributions for each watershed.
Both the Swiss and Bow Valley data were log transformed and a linear regression was applied
to the combined data which resulted in Equation 6-4, which shows very little difference from
the Swiss dataset regression. This combined regression was used in further analyses.

9

This analysis was restricted to the general vicinity of Canmore and Exshaw.
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[Eq. 6-4]
where
is the total sediment volume displaced and
is the total runoff volume. The
regression analysis of the combined data is shown in Figure 6-1 below.
As illustrated by Figure 6-1, the rainfall-sediment relation observed in the Bow Valley correlates
well with the Swiss dataset. This observation suggests that a relationship between runoff and
sediment mobilized is location independent, as similar results were seen in the Rocky
Mountains as in the Alps. While this relation appears to be location independent, it has not
been verified for temporal independence. It is still unknown as to whether this relation hold for
different storms of different magnitudes for individual creeks.
6.3.3. Application to Jura Creek for the June 2013 Debris Flood
BGC determined that during the June 2013 event 3.4 Mm3
watershed. An additional 4-14% of runoff was generated from snowmelt, with a best estimate
snowmelt contribution of 10%. Using this range, the runoff volume, V R, for the Jura Creek
watershed was estimated to vary from 3.5 to 3.9 Mm 3. Applying these values to Equation 6-4
yields a best-fit sediment volume between 24,000 and 26,000 m3 for the 2013 event. The
26,000 m3 of sediment determined by the LiDAR DEM comparison (Section 6.2) falls within
this prediction range.
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Debris-Flood Volume Estimates from Dendrogeomorphology

Debris flood sediment volumes can also be estimated from the dendrogeomorphology
analysis. As an initial step, inferred debris floods were delineated in Global Mapper work
spaces by connecting trees with high confidence of growth disturbance (scars, traumatic resin
ducts (TRDs), reaction wood, etc.). As the density of sampled trees does not allow this task
to be performed with precision, judgement was used to interpolate between trees with growth
disturbance. To account for uncertainty, BGC delineated the smallest credible areas
accounting for typical lobes in the distribution of debris floods as noted on historical air
photographs, and the largest conceivable area. The latter was accomplished by enclosing the
entire area with trees that showed growth disturbance without accounting for specific debris
tongues or debris lobes. The arithmetic mean was calculated from both areas. Drawing 12
provides an example of such mapping.
Debris flood volumes where then calculated via a volume-area relationship developed by BGC
from a number of LiDAR pre- and post-event comparisons in the general study area
(Equation 6-5):
[Eq. 6-5]
The resulting inferred debris flood sediment volumes are summarized in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Summary area and volume data from dendrogeomorphologically derived analyses
combined with air photograph interpretation.
Year

Min Area
(m2)

Mean Area
(m2)

Max Area
(m2)

Min Volume
(m3)

Mean Volume
(m3)

Max Volume
(m3)

1884

34,000

67,000

101,000

6,000

17,000

32,000

1902

26,000

64,000

103,000

4,000

16,000

33,000

1916

34,000

67,000

101,000

6,000

17,000

32,000

1933

62,000

102,000

143,000

15,000

32,000

54,000

1937

41,000

70,000

98,000

8,000

18,000

31,000

1948

99,000

113,000

128,000

31,000

38,000

45,000

1956

43,000

82,000

122,000

9,000

24,000

42,000

1960

27,000

82,000

137,000

5,000

23,000

50,000

1969

24,000

59,000

93,000

4,000

14,000

28,000

1974

66,000

90,000

115,000

17,000

27,000

38,000

1984

28,000

41,000

54,000

5,000

8,000

13,000

1986

38,000

79,000

121,000

7,000

22,000

42,000

1990

31,000

45,000

59,000

6,000

9,000

14,000

1995

39,000

58,000

77,000

8,000

14,000

21,000

2005

57,000

64,000

71,000

14,000

16,000

19,000

2013

113,000

125,000

138,000

23,000

26,000

29,000

6.5.

Debris-Flood Volume Estimates from Fan Trenching

6.5.1. Methodology
Debris-flood sediment volumes can also be estimated based on the test pits and creek
exposures investigated by BGC. In addition to sampling organic materials, the thickness of
the dated unit was recorded where it could be differentiated reliably from overlying or
underlying units. In some instances, clear designation of a specific unit to one or more events
was challenging based on changes in texture or structure alone. In such cases, a judgment
was made in the field or a range was reported.
Once the dates of specific debris-flood units had been received from Beta Analytic laboratory,
BGC attempted to reconstruct the historic flow path and deposition zones for the six events
identified in Section 5.5. The six likely dates or time periods of historic debris floods were
inferred from eight organic samples found in seven test pits and natural exposures. However,
this spatial sampling density is insufficient to accurately delineate inundation areas for these
events. To overcome this limitation, inundation areas were estimated to be equivalent to the
median delineated area from the air photograph and dendrogeomorpholgy analysis
(137,000 m2). Thickness values were taken from the observed unit thicknesses in which each
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sample was retrieved and assumed as an average for the entire deposit. In cases where
samples were taken from paleosol units, judgment was used to assign the sample date to the
most appropriate debris-flood unit. The mean deposit thickness calculated in the dendro
analysis was also used to provide a range of thickness values.
Upon receipt of the results, BGC combined events with similar dates and determined their
respective volumes by thickness measurements of the dated units and extrapolation of those
units across the fan from one test pit/exposure to another.
6.5.2. Results and Discussion
Table 6-3 summarizes the sediment volume estimates from the test trenching analysis. This
table includes the range of unit thickness used to calculate each event volume.
Table 6-3. Volume estimates from fan trenching assuming a deposition area of 137,000 m2.
Event Date
(calibrated years
BP)

Best Estimate
Thickness
(m)

Maximum
Thickness
(m)

0.36

0.53

49,000

72,000

>430 - 155

0.2

0.36

27,000

49,000

>1285 - 1070

0.31

0.63

42,000

86,000

>1550 - 1405

0.2

0.63

27,000

86,000

>2705 - 2355

0.36

0.9

49,000

123,000

>7585 - 7495

0.36

0.7

49,000

96,000

>305

Post 0

Best Estimate
Volume
(m3)

Maximum
Volume
(m3)

The radiocarbon dates allowed a tentative interpretation of the fan evolution. Fan evolution as
described herein is important in the long term planning of any urban fan development and to
plan for effective mitigation measures.
The eastern fan sector appears to have been more active than the west sector over the last
7500 years. This can be inferred from Drawing 09 which shows the historic flow paths based
on the location of the dated organic samples. This deposition pattern explains the pronounced
asymmetry of the modern fan, which preferably directs debris floods towards the west fan
sector which now lies lower than the eastern fan. Eventually, and probably in a time scale of
many centuries to millennia, the western fan will aggrade and fan activity will once again shift
towards the eastern portion of the fan.
Only two event time periods were recorded in multiple test pits. In both these event time
periods (305 Post 0 year BP and 1285 1070 year BP), samples were found in locations
widely apart from one another on the fan. This observation could imply that these events were
particularly large and inundated large portions of the fan. It is also possible that these results
simply indicate the presence of several avulsion channels that can redirect flow across the fan
without effects of wide scale inundation.
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6.5.3. Limitations
There are significant limitations to the estimated volumes of Table 6-3. Due to data scarcity,
it was not possible to accurately estimate deposition areas. Instead, BGC used the median
area of measured inundation zones from the air photo and dendrogemorphological analysis
and multiplied these values with the observed thickness of the radiometrically-dated prehistoric flows and inferred average thickness from the dendro analysis. There is no evidence
that the areas of past flows can be approximated by the areas observed in more recent records,
as arguably the flows dated with radiometric methods may have been larger and thus spanned
larger areas. The observed thickness estimates also contain significant error since these
values were observed in only one location for most events and may not represent the average
depositional thickness. BGC attempted to address this uncertainty by including the mean
thickness calculated in the dendro analysis to provide ranges in the deposition depths.
Given these significant limitations, BGC has de-emphasized the magnitude results based on
radiocarbon dating in the frequency-magnitude analysis. However, due to the underlying
uncertainties, the upper range of the final frequency-magnitude curve will be used for numerical
modeling. Nonetheless, the test trenching program yielded very valuable insights in fan
evolution and provided deposit thicknesses which otherwise could not have been determined
reliably from only natural exposures along the existing channel. Test trenching also identified
that the debris flood-deposits on Jura fan are predominantly matrix supported. The high fines
content in those deposits could be explained from preferential erosion of the glacial tills flanking
the lower channel of Jura Creek that are characterized by silty sandy gravels. In this context
it is worthwhile to note that these till deposits were much larger in the past and closer to their
initial deposition during the late Pleistocene era.
6.6.

Peak Flow Estimate for the June 2013 Debris Flood

This section provides an estimate of the peak flow in Jura Creek for the 2013 debris flood and
also provides peak flow estimates for various return periods.
6.6.1. High Water Marks
During the channel hike of Jura Creek on June 3, 2014, a number of high water marks were
observed in lower reaches of the channel above the bedrock canyon. These high water marks
were obviously associated with the June 2013 debris flood (Figure 6-2). Using the 2013 LiDAR
data, BGC set-up a HEC-RAS hydraulic model for this lower reach. Calibration of the model
with the observed high water marks yielded a peak flow estimate of 30 to 40 m3/s for the 2013
debris flood. This estimate is consistent with ARA Engineering (2013), who estimated a peak
flow of 42 m3/s at Highway 1A for the June 2013 event.
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Downstream view of Jura Creek above the bedrock canyon. The scoured
vegetation on the right side of the photograph is indicative of a 2013 high water
mark. BGC photograph of June 23, 2013.

The peak flow estimate is also consistent with other creeks in the area. As part of other studies
in the area, BGC has estimated June 2013 peak flows for a number of other creeks in the Bow
River valley. These creeks and their estimated peak flows are summarized below. The peak
flow estimates are based on high water marks observed by BGC along the mainstem channel,
-RAS model.
Table 6-4. Peak flow estimates for June 2013 storm.
2013 Peak Flow
(m3/s)

Area
(km2)

Channel Slope
(%)

Jura Creek

30-40

14.4

11.1

Heart Creek

50

12.7

12.5

Three Sisters Creek

45

9.6

13.0

Pigeon Creek

105

54.6

8.1

100-120*

42.9

4.6

Watershed

Cougar Creek
3

* The peak flow estimate of 120 m /s for Cougar Creek is based on analysis by alpinfra, an Austrian company designing
mitigation works at Cougar Creek. The estimate is based on high water at the Elk Run Bolulevard culvert, but is likely
associated with an error of ±20%.
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A majority of the high water marks are not ideal in that they were not measured in a bedrockcontrolled section, where there is greater certainty associated with the hydraulic section.
Because many of the sections are founded in alluvial sediments, an argument could be made
that the post-event cross-section is dissimilar to the peak flow cross-section because of active
bedload transport at the time of the peak flow, and either degradation or aggradation occurring
subsequent to the peak. An exception is Pigeon Creek where the peak flow estimate is from
a bedrock controlled section located immediately above the fan apex, as illustrated in
Figure 6-3. It is further noted that the peak flow estimates have a reasonable relation when
plotted against watershed area on a logarithmic scale, as illustrated by Figure 6-4. Jura Creek
falls slightly below the best-fit trend line.

Figure 6-3.

Upstream view of Pigeon Creek immediately upstream of the fan apex. The tape
(see red arrow) represents the approximate high water mark of the June 2013 flood.
BGC photograph of July 25, 2013.
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Figure 6-4.

2013 peak flow estimates plotted versus watershed area.

6.6.2. Regional Analysis
Jura Creek is an ungauged watercourse, as are almost all of the creeks in the Bow Valley. In
such cases, peak flows in ungauged catchments are typically estimated using a Flood
Frequency Analysis (FFA). An FFA can either be conducted regionally using several
hydrometric stations, or for a specific station where the peak flow estimates are then pro-rated
by drainage area to the location of interest. The latter approach is generally only employed for
locations on the same river system.
Flood quantiles for Jura Creek were estimated using a regional analysis with available peak
flow data from three Water Survey of Canada (WSC) hydrometric stations located in the
general area. Table 6-5 summarizes the WSC stations used in the regional frequency analysis.
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Table 6-5. Water Survey of Canada hydrometric station information.
Marmot Creek
Main Steam
near Seebe

Jumpingpound
Creek near
Cox Hill

Waiparous
Creek near
the Mouth

Station ID

05BF016

05BH013

05BG006

Latitude

50.95054

51.00233

51.28281

-115.15289

-114.93814

-114.83841

9

37

333

Station Name

Longitude
Basin Area

(km2)

Record Period

1960

Record Length
(Complete Years)1
Approximate Elevation (m)
Regulation Type
1 Note

2011

1976

2011

1966

2011

50

35

46

1,460

1,620

1,290

Natural

Natural

Natural

that the record length may not coincide with the record period due to missing data for some years.

A regional FFA was carried out with the Annual Maximum Series (AMS) approach, using
maximum annual peak instantaneous streamflow (Q IMAX) data from the above mentioned WSC
stations. The resulting QIMAX estimates for Jura Creek are presented below for various return
periods.
Table 6-6. Peak instantaneous flow estimates (QIMAX) at Jura Creek based on regional analysis.
Watershed
Jura Creek

Basin Area
(km2)
14

QIMAX for Given Return Periods (m3/s)
2-yr

5-yr

10-yr

25-yr

50-yr

100-yr

200-yr

2

3

4

6

8

11

15

In general, regional analysis seems poorly suited to estimate peak flows for smaller watersheds
in the study area. For example, the 100-year peak instantaneous flow for Cougar Creek was
previously estimated at 16 m3/s by Hydroconsult (1999) and AMEC (2007) using regional
analysis. In comparison, the peak flow of the 2013 debris flood on Cougar Creek may have
reached 100-120 m3/s. These results suggest that regional FFA may not be an appropriate
methodology for estimating peak flows in smaller tributaries of this region and should likely be
abandoned as a generally accepted practice for such creeks.
6.6.3. Rainfall-Runoff Modelling
In lieu of regional analysis, rainfall-runoff modelling is a commonly used technique to estimate
peak flows for various return periods, particularly for smaller watersheds with area in the tens
of square kilometers or less. As a first step, BGC attempted to replicate the 2013 peak flow
estimate of 30 to 40 m3/s in Jura Creek using HEC-HMS, a rainfall-runoff model developed by
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the US Army Corps of Engineers. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) unit hydrograph
was the selected hydrograph type within the model. Required inputs to the model include:
A storm hyetograph (i.e. rainfall distribution);
The time of concentration (the time needed for water to flow from the most remote point
in a watershed to the watershed outlet);
Initial abstraction (refers to all initial losses such as surface depression storage,
vegetation interception, and infiltration);
The SCS runoff curve number (CN)10, a value that ranges between 0 and 100 and
determines how much of the rainfall infiltrates and is being stored as soil moisture (i.e.
does not contribute to the storm hydrograph). The CN value is a function of soil type,
ground cover and Antecedent Moisture Condition (AMC) (i.e. the soil moisture condition
at the beginning of a storm).
Hourly rainfall data from the Marmot Research Basin 11, located approximately 14 km south of
Jura Creek, was used in the analysis (see BGC, 2014a). These station recorded a peak hourly
rainfall of 13 mm during the 2013 debris flood. In comparison, the Kananaskis Boundary Auto
climate station and a station operated by a private residence in Canmore recorded peak hourly
rainfall of 16 and 17 mm, respectively (see BGC, 2014a for more details on available climate
information). For the simulation, it was decided to use the Marmot Research Basin rainfall
data, but substituting the peak hourly rainfall of 13 mm for 17 mm, as it is not unlikely that the
highest rainfall intensities were experienced in the upper reaches of the watersheds.
The time of concentration, tc, was estimated using the SCS lag time method, while a composite
CN value of 63 was used for the watershed. The SCS unit hydrograph method is highly
dependent on the CN value; a higher CN value will cause a higher peak flow as less
precipitation goes into soil storage. The initial abstraction coefficient (I a = 0.2S) traditionally
used for such an analysis is 0.2; however a recent study prepared for the National Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) recommends adopting a values of 0.05 (Hawkins et al., 2010).
Both values were adopted by BGC as a sensitivity analysis.
The resulting peak flow estimates for Jura Creek varied between 30 m 3/s (Ia = 0.2S) and
35 m3/s (Ia = 0.05S) (Figure 6-5)
water mark estimate of 30 to 40 m 3/s for this creek, particularly when potential peak sediment
concentrations of 15-20% are considered.

10

SCS-CN is the Soil Conservation Service curve number which is dimensionless and lumps the effects
of land use and hydrologic conditions on surface runoff. It relates direct surface runoff to rainfall.
11 The Marmot Research Basin is operated by the University of Saskatchewan.
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Figure 6-5.

HEC-HMS generated hydrograph for June 2013 rainfall event on Jura Creek (I a =
0.2S).

The calibrated HEC-HMS model was then used to estimate peak flows in Jura Creek for return
periods of up to 3000 years. To generate these peak flows, 24-hour synthetic hyetographs
were generated. These hyetographs were generated using an SCS Type I rainfall distribution
(NRCS, 1999) and 24-hour rainfall totals from the Kananaskis regional climate station
maintained by Environment Canada. IDF (intensity-duration-frequency) rainfall data are
available from this station, as summarized below.
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Table 6-7. Published IDF rainfall data for the Kananaskis climate station (ID 3053600, 19821998).
Return
Period
(years)

Rainfall Depth (mm)
30-min

1-hr

2-hr

6-hr

24-hr

2

7

10

14

25

42

10

14

21

28

52

75

25

17

26

35

66

91

30

18

27

36

68

94

50

20

30

40

76

103

100

22

34

45

86

115

300

27

41

54

104

136

1000

31

49

64

122

158

3000

36

55

72

139

178

Values shaded in grey were interpolated/extrapolated from published values.

While 24-hour rainfall totals were input to the HEC-HMS model, the Type I SCS distribution
provides a goods representation of the published shorter duration rainfall (30 min to 2 hours).
This representation is important as the shorter duration rainfall dictates the resulting peak
flows, given that the calculated time of concentration for the Jura Creek watershed is about 1.5
hours.
The resulting peak flow estimates for the 2013 event and return periods of up to 3000 years
are summarized below. Results are provided for both Ia = 0.2S and I a = 0.05S.
Table 6-8. Jura Creek HEC-HMS peak flow estimates.
Peak Flows (m3/s)

Ia
(mm)

June 2013

30-yr

100-yr

300-yr

1000-yr

3000-yr

0.05S

35

30

40

55

70

80

0.2S

30

11

22

35

50

63

It is important to emphasize that the SCS unit hydrograph method is very sensitive to the CN
value chosen. In the absence of continuous streamflow data that allows for model calibration,
there is considerable uncertainty in what CN value to choose. Typically, the chosen CN value
is a function of land cover and soil type. However, there are no universally accepted values,
particularly for steep watersheds, and most practitioners rely on calibration data to select a
reasonable CN value. While the chosen composite CN value of 63 is reasonable based on
et al. (2010) who
demonstrate for rainfall simulator data that almost any CN value could be attained by adjusting
run duration, intensity and depth.
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Antecedent rainfall is also a significant factor when using the unit hydrograph method. As
shown by Table 6-8, the estimated peak flow of the June 2013 flood is similar to the 100-year
return period. However, the rainfall intensities associated with the June 2013 flood were not
extreme.
An IDF curve is available for the Kananaskis climate station, although rainfall intensities are
not currently measured at this station (Figure 6-6). Comparisons of the IDF curve with the
maximum 15-minute rainfall intensities measured at the Marmot Basin stations ranged from
4.3 mm to 5.1 mm, and indicate less than a 2-year return period (Figure 6-6). The maximum
hourly rainfall intensity indicates approximately a 2- to 5-year return period. The one-hour
duration as measured at the Kananaskis Boundary Auto station indicates a return period of
approximately 5 years, and the two-hour duration relates to a 10- to 25-year return period. The
six-hour, 12-hour, and 24-hour each plot in excess of a 100-year return period. These results
show that the storm intensity was not particularly rare for rainfall durations of two hours or less.
However, the storm was record-breaking for 1-day, 2-day and 3-day cumulative precipitation.

15-minute rainfall at Marmot Basin
Hourly rainfall at Upper Clearing (Marmot Basin)
Sums of hourly rainfall at Kananaskis Boundary Auto

Figure 6-6.

Intensity-Duration-Frequency curve for Kananaskis climate station with June 2013
event rainfall intensities superimposed.
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While the short duration rainfall does not appear to have been significantly intense (at least
that which was measured by the available climate stations), the rainfall was sufficient to
generate a longer return period peak flow. The reason is that runoff response is not only a
function of rainfall intensity but antecedent rainfall. Subsequent to the modelled peak flow of
30 to 35 m3/s on Jura Creek, significant antecedent rainfall had occurred. As a result, a high
peak flow occurred. If the peak rainfall had occurred earlier in the storm, the peak flow
response would have been lower. Therefore, there are multiple combinations of rainfall
intensity and antecedent rainfall that can elicit a similar peak flow.
6.7.

Summary

Several analytical techniques were combined to determine the sediment volume of past debris
floods. The 2013 event sediment volume of 26,000 m3 was calculated by comparing pre- and
post-event LiDAR. Recent events were also identified on air photographs and through
dendrogeomorphological analysis (1884-2013) by delineating areas from the air photographs
and trees with dated growth disturbances. Fan trenching was also utilized which extended the
event record back over 7500 years. In addition to providing volume estimates, the test
trenching data is useful because it allows a reconstruction of the fan activity over the Holocene
era.
Lastly, event volumes were calculated based on an empirical relation developed from
creeks in the Swiss Alps and
. This empirical method
considers the amount of sediment movement that occurs in response to a given rainfall volume.
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7.0

FREQUENCY-MAGNITUDE RELATIONS

7.1.

Introduction

Frequency-magnitude (F-M) relations are defined as volumes or peak discharges related to
specific return periods (or annual frequencies). This relation forms the core of any hazard
assessment because it combines the findings from frequency and magnitude analyses
(Sections 5.0 and 6.0) in a logical format suitable for numerical analysis. Any frequencymagnitude calculation that spans time scales of millennia necessarily includes some judgment
and assumptions, both of which are subject to uncertainty. However, the analysis described
in this section is based on the best data available and is considered appropriate for the scale
and level of detail of this assessment. Uncertainty can further be addressed by building in
redundancies and freeboard in engineering measures.
In this section, five different debris-flood classes of varying return period and magnitude
(sediment volume) are defined for subsequent use in quantitative risk analyses of existing
assets on the Jura Creek fan.
7.2.

Frequency-Magnitude Model

There are no commonly applicable rules in Canada to construct debris-flood or debris-flow
frequencies. However, regulatory guidance and/or legislation worldwide mandate a range from
several tens of years up to 10,000-year return periods. For example, in British Columbia,
Canada, the current guidance to Ministry of Transportation approving officers is that a 10,000year return period be considered for all life threatening landslide processes (MoTI, 2009). This
guidance contrasts a more structured approach that was developed as part of the Association
of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (APEGBC, 2012) Guidelines
for Legislated Flood Assessments in a Changing Climate in which the scale of future (and
implicitly existing) development to be protected guides the return periods to be considered.
For example, for very high loss potential sites, which would apply to Cougar Creek and Jura
Creek, the APEGBC guidelines stipulate that an event up to 2500-year return period be
considered. Lastly, hazard tolerance criteria developed by Cave (1992) suggest consideration
of up to a 10,000-year return period for new subdivisions.
These relatively high return period ranges contrast present guidance in Austria which calls for
examination of return periods of up to 150 years (Hübel, pers. comm.), while in Switzerland
return period of up to 300 years are considered, including the assessment of residual risk
associated with return periods exceeding 300 years. In Switzerland, hazard maps are then
based on a combination between debris-flow intensity and the occurrence probability. RudolfMiklau et al. (2011) provide an excellent overview of the hazard and risk assessment guidelines
in various European nations.
In this context, it is noteworthy that for very long return periods (thousands of years) some
degree of guesswork/judgement is inevitable and the degree of error is proportional to the
length of the return period. Short-term extrapolation is analytically challenging which means
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that the results for very long return periods need to be viewed with some scepticism. This high
degree of uncertainty can be addressed through secondary lines of defense or contingency
plans should the channel aggrade significantly over time.
Once events have been documented and their age and volume estimated, return periods need
to be assigned to individual events that allow extrapolation and interpolation into annual
probabilities beyond those extracted from the physical record. Such record extension is
necessary to develop quasi-continuous event scenarios that then form the basis of numerical
runout modeling and finally the consequence analysis that forms part of the risk assessment.
The probability of occurrence of debris floods during a time interval t is low and the probability
of two or more simultaneous events is negligible in the same channel (see McClung, 1999 who
describes this for snow avalanches). Debris floods on Jura Creek can thus be approximated
as discrete, random, and, for practical purposes, independent.
Frequency analyses, including those used for debris flows and debris floods, also rely on the
premise of stationarity over time, and that they underlie an ergodic (independence from initial
conditions) stochastic process. Both assumptions can be questioned. For one, extrapolation
into high return periods that are a multiple of the initial record length increases the uncertainty
significantly in absence of information on how climatic or geomorphic watershed conditions
may have changed. In the case of Jura Creek, this led BGC to curtail the upper end of the
analysis to a 1000 to 3000 year return period rather than extrapolating to larger return periods.
Source material depletion, vegetation changes, wildfire suppression, changes in the frequency
and/or magnitude of hydroclimatic events and the occurrence of cataclysmic events such as
large landslides in the watershed can all alter the stationary assumption at different temporal
scales. Ergodicity, in turn, demands that the geophysical process (in this case debris floods)
can be viewed as an infinite number of equally likely stochastic events. This assumption may
be challenged if an upward trend in multi-day rainfall is observed, or if there is progressive
exhaustion of mobilisible material in the drainage basin.
These considerations point towards the possible fallacies of applying traditional flood
frequency assessments to debris-flood frequency analysis. The following sub-section
describes the development of a magnitude-cumulative frequency curve (MCF).
7.2.1. Cumulative Frequency-Magnitude Analysis (MCF)
Seismology has been the precursor to the use of regional magnitude-cumulative frequency
curves (MCF) (Gutenberg and Richter, 1954). An inventory of debris-flow volumes of known
dates in a given time interval Ti is ranked from largest to smallest. The incremental debris-flow
frequency of rank i is determined as 1/Ti and the MCF then states the cumulative incremental
frequencies as:
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[Eq. 7-1]
where fi is the incremental frequency of an event of rank i and Fi is the annual debris-flow
frequency of an event of greater than volume Vi. The MCF curve is then produced by plotting
Fi against Vi.
The use of MCF assumes that all events are known, and volumes can be combined in
reasonable volume classes, or that the dataset is stratified into classes where confidence
exists that all such events have been included. The latter is believed to be the case at Jura
Creek, where return period classes are believed to span ranges of respective volumes.
Furthermore, the selection of different plotting methods (cumulative vs. non-cumulative, linear
and logarithmic binning, different bin sizes and choice of trendlines for extrapolations) can bias
the results (Brardinoni and Church, 2004).
The MCF technique is sensitive to the number of events, as adding events will invariably
decrease the individual return periods for events smaller than those newly added. The MCF
technique was applied to the analysis of the dendrochronology data and radiocarbon data
discussed in Sections 5.0 and 6.0.
7.3.

Frequency-Magnitude Relations

Frequency-magnitude relations were developed for debris floods at Jura Creek using three
sources of data: the empirical rainfall-sediment transport relation and the sediment volume
estimates from the dendrochronology and test trenching program.
7.3.1. Empirical Rainfall-Sediment Transport Relation
The development of the rainfall-sediment transport relation (Equation 6-4) was described in
Section 6.3. This relation can be used to estimate the amount of sediment transported from a
The June 2013 event
was associated with 3-day rainfall that was well above average (600-year return period) and
which was augmented by snowmelt. In this hazard analysis, 3-day rainfall totals for various
return periods are used with Equation 6-4 to estimate sediment volumes for debris-flood events
up to a 3000-year return period. The rainfall totals are based on a frequency analysis of data
observed at the Kananaskis climate station, which has been in operation since 1939.
Additional details of this analysis are provided in BGC (2014b). The results of the 3-day rainfall
frequency analysis for the Kananaskis station are summarized in Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1. Frequency-magnitude relation for 3-day rainfall at Kananaskis climate station.
Return Period
(years)

Rainfall
(mm)

Lower 95% CI
(mm)

Upper 95% CI
(mm)

2

61

55

67

5

85

77

98

10

104

92

126

30

138

115

186

50

156

127

220

100

182

142

275

200

212

158

342

300

231

167

387

1000

296

195

557

3000

368

221

765

CI = Confidence Interval

The rainfall data of Table 7-1 were then distributed over the 14.4 km2 watershed area of Jura
Creek, with the inclusion of 10% snowmelt, to generate the total runoff volume at each return
period (VR). The runoff volumes were used to calculate total sediment volume (VS) transported
to the fan as per Equation 6-4. These results are summarized below in Table 7-2 and included
in the frequency-magnitude curve in Figure 7-1.
The results calculated using the Kananaskis rainfall data were compared to runoff volumes
calculated using available isohyet maps over the watershed from 2005, 2012 and 2013. The
results were very similar, indicating that the Kananaskis weather station provides a good
representation for rainfall over Jura Creek watershed. The Kananaskis rainfall data were used
to calculate sediment volumes since they resulted in slightly higher runoff values.
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Table 7-2. Sediment volume estimates calculated from rainfall-sediment empirical relation.
Return Period
(years)

Vs, min
(m3)

Vs, BE
(m3)

Vs, max
(m3)

10

13,000

14,000

16,000

30

15,000

17,000

21,000

100

7,000

21,000

28,000

200

19,000

23,000

33,000

300

20,000

25,000

36,000

1000

22,000

30,000

48,000

3000

24,000

35,000

60,000

VS = Sediment volume, calculated using Equation 6-4
BE = Best estimate volume calculated using the best fit rainfall data
MIN = Minimum volume calculated using lower 95% CI rainfall data
MAX = Maximum volume calculated using upper 95% CI rainfall data

7.3.2. F-M Relationship for Air Photograph, Dendrogeomophology and Fan Trenching
Analyses
In Sections 6.4 and 6.5, the sediment volume was calculated for identified debris-flood events
from dendrogeomorphology and the test trenching program. The MCF technique was used to
assign return periods to each of these events. Using this technique, events are ranked by
volume and the return period is calculated by dividing the overall time period by each rank
order. The two datasets were analysed separately. The major limitation of the MCF technique
is that it is assumed that every event from a specific data population is known. This assumption
may be close for the dendrochronologically derived data, but is likely not valid for the data
extracted from test trenching.
7.3.3. Frequency-Magnitude Curve for Jura Creek
The F-M relations from the rainfall-sediment, dendrochronology, and fan trenching datasets
were initially combined to develop a preliminary frequency-magnitude curve for Jura Creek.
This curve is shown in Figure 7-1.
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The F-M relation established from the air photograph-dendrochronology analysis closely
exceeds the maximum estimate trend line from the rainfall-sediment empirical relation for
debris floods with return periods in excess of approximately 10 years. This result is likely due
to an overestimation of debris flood volumes from the dendrochronological analysis where
minimum and maximum flow areas were delineated. The maximum flow areas were drawn by
connecting the most outlying data points. This approach likely results in exaggerated
inundation areas as flows are more likely to split into individual lobes. For example, if one
would rely on the dendrochronology data only, the 2013 debris flood would be designated a
return period of approximately 30 years (Figure 7-1). This value, however, is hardly credible
because the return period of the rainfall event that led to the debris flood is almost 600 years.
Nonetheless, the dendrochronologically derived data yield important data in the lower return
period range where they demonstrate that debris flood volumes quickly drop at return periods
of less than 10 years. This behaviour is confirmed by the theory of flow physics: unrestrained
clasts in stream channels cannot remain stable in a flow equal in depth to its own diameter for
channels steeper than approximately 5% (Church, 2013), which is the case for Jura Creek.
Flow depths across the entire channel width that equal those of the dominant clasts do not
occur annually. Multi-grain mobilization along a mobile channel bed, however, distinguishes a
flood from a debris flood. This implies that debris floods are not possible below a certain flow
depth.
The F-M relationship from the fan trenching analysis is also shown in Figure 7-1. The method
described in Section 6.5 provided crude estimates for event volumes and is thus likely not
reliable, although the radiocarbon analysis informs on fan evolution as well as observed
deposit thickness. The resulting F-M trend is not consistent with the rainfall-sediment relation
trend yielding significantly higher volumes for respective return periods in excess of 1000
years. The volumes calculated from the test trenching analysis are most likely overly
conservative as they are based on incomplete data and generous interpolation of areas
delineated from the air photo and dendrogeomorphological analysis. Furthermore, the
observed deposit thickness used in the volume calculations are more likely representative of
the thickest deposits produced by an event rather than the average depositional thickness. It
is also possible that units identified as being deposited by one large event were actually
deposited by several smaller events. Radiocarbon methods as described herein are more
useful in identifying fan aggradation rates and to document fan evolution over time, which in
turn helps understanding the long-term hazard potential for different fan sectors. The data,
however, are too sparse to rely on them for volume calculations for debris flood risk reduction
measures.
For these reasons, a revised and simplified F-M curve is presented in Figure 7-2 which shows
only the relation derived from the empirical rainfall-sediment curves (including upper
(maximum) and best estimate curves), as well as the lower tail of the dendrochronology derived
data. It also shows the 2013 data point and the sediment that needs to be removed every 2
to 3 years by local contractors. These curves are believed to provide a reasonable proxy for
debris flood modeling and future risk reduction measures.
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Figure 7-2 also shows the curve recommended for mitigation design (thick solid blue line). To
reconcile the substantial uncertainty in return periods of the higher two magnitude classes,
BGC decided to switch, for mitigation purposes, to the upper error limit for the two upper
magnitude classes, but retain the best estimate for the lower classes for which we have higher
confidence. This procedure increases volumes for the two highest return period classes
(approximately a 40% difference). BGC believes that such an approach is warranted given
the inherent uncertainty of the analysis.
Best fit trendlines and equations were derived from Figure 7-2 for the maximum, best estimate
(BE) and minimum debris volumes:
[Eq. 7-2]
[Eq. 7-3]
[Eq. 7-4]
where T is the return period.
Table 7-3 provides the sediment volume for 5 return period classes for Jura Creek. Events up
to the 3000 year return period are classified as debris floods and are assumed to be controlled
by high rainfall and rain-on snow events.
Table 7-3. Debris-flood magnitude volume for different return periods.
Return Period
(T)
(years)

Annual
Probability
(1/T)

Volume Best
Estimate
(m3)

Volume
Maximum
Estimate
(m3)

Peak
Flow
(m3/s)

Dominant
Process

10-30

01-0.03

14,000

19,000

30

Debris floods

30-100

0.03-0.01

19,000

27,000

40

Debris floods

100-300

0.01-0.003

24,000

36,000

55

Debris floods

300-1000

0.003-0.001

29,000

44,000

70

Debris floods

1000-3000

0.001-0.0003

33,000

53,000

80

Debris floods

Note that the best estimate and maximum estimate volumes are based on the mean of the respective return period range.

7.4.

Frequency-Magnitude Model Test

To test the validity of the frequency-magnitude model, an independent test was applied.
The F-M relation is based on data obtained back to approximately 10,000 years BP. The
assumption is that if the sum of all theoretical debris floods roughly equals the estimated fan
volume, then the general shape (or the area under the curve) of the frequency magnitude curve
can be considered correct.
BGC first estimated the fan volume using ArcGIS 10.1 Spatial and 3D Analyst. The 2013
LiDAR surface acted as the present day ground surface elevation. The fan boundary was
assigned elevation values and used as a border for the surface interpolation by extracting the
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elevations from the LiDAR DEM to the 3D fan boundary. This border constrains the
interpolated depth surfaces to meet the present day ground surface outside of the fan
boundary. A triangulated irregular network (TIN) was generated, assuming the variation in
dated fan depths. This TIN was then converted to 5 m resolution raster surfaces using the
natural neighbor spatial interpolation method. A volume change surface was calculated using
surface was summed to derive a best estimate fan volume. This exercise yielded a total fan
volume of 10.6 Mm3 which is very similar to the best estimate fan volume achieved through
summation of all theoretical debris floods (11.5 Mm 3). The results from this analysis are
presented in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4. Comparison of fan volumes using GIS-based methods and integrated debris-flood
sediment volumes.
GIS-based Fan Volume
Calculations
(Mm3)

Summed Debris Volumes from
Frequency-Magnitude Analysis
(Mm3)

10.6

11.5

-

14.1

Best Volume Estimate
Maximum Volume
Estimate

7.5.

Possible Effects of Climate Change

Several limitations to the F-M analysis have been discussed. These are primarily based on
the uncertainties related to the chosen analytical techniques as well as time-dependent
changes in geomorphic activity as a function of their geological legacy and climate change. In
this section, the specific issue of climate change is revisited because if mitigation measures
are proposed for Jura Creek they will be designed with design lives of at least several decades,
and should thus anticipate changes that may introduce an element of non-stationarity to the
data record.
past 50 to 60 years (IPCC, 2013). The relevance of climate change with regard to Jura Creek
debris-flood risks is that the predicted warming of the troposphere will very likely12 increase the
intensity of the hydrological cycle in many regions worldwide. Due to more intensive energy
exchanges in the vertical air column, as well as the projected intensification of air mass
exchange between the low and high latitudes, it is expected that extreme precipitation events
will increase in frequency, intensity and volume (IPCC 2012; IPCC, 2013). If this were indeed
to take place or has already commenced, this could result in several undesirable outcomes
with respect to mountain creek hazards:

ort

12
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The frequency of flooding may increase on small and possibly, larger rivers, especially
should the timing of extreme storms coincide with the snowmelt season. Over the long
term, however, some increases in extreme rainfall may be offset by lesser snowpack
thickness due to projected temperature increases.
The frequency and intensity (volume and peak flow) of debris flows and debris floods
may increase for those basins that are sediment supply unlimited. This could lead to
higher capital costs in debris-flow and debris-flood mitigation and in maintaining
mitigation structures. Specifically, more frequent hydro-geomorphic processes will
require a higher frequency of cleaning out the sediments that accumulate upstream of
such structures.
If the design of mitigation measures is based on purely stationary hydroclimatic
conditions, they may, in time, be overwhelmed by events that had not been predicted,
or by events whose return period has been reduced over time due to observed trends
in hydroclimatic extremes. Thus, it appears sensible to include higher return periods
in the risk assessment than one may otherwise have chosen.
2014a), one section was dedicated to the effects
of climate change without claiming to be comprehensive. Conclusions from that report
included:
The frequency and magnitude of extreme, short duration rainfall events at the
Kananaskis climate station appears to be increasing, especially since the early 1990s.
Peak flow events on Waiparous Creek appear to be increasing in frequency and
magnitude.
These observations are in accordance with recent publications addressing hydroclimatic change in southeastern Alberta.
BGC retained extreme value statisticians at the University of British Columbia to repeat the
frequency analysis carried out by BGC under consideration of a trend in the 3-day rainfall at
the Kananaskis station. This analysis suggested that, under the assumption of data nonstationarity, the 600 year return period of the 3-day rainfall at the Kananaskis station would
decrease to approximately 300 years. Moreover, the analysis demonstrated that (under the
assumption of a continuation of the observed linear trend), a 100-year return period 3-day
rainfall could increase by 10%, a 500-year return period 3-day rainfall event by approximately
30%, and a 1000-year return period 3-day rainfall by over 60%.
It must be noted that these analyses ignore the unknown forcing mechanism for the observed
trend and assume that the trend will continue, both of which are subject to critique. Moreover,
the analysis was completed for only one station and would have to be repeated for numerous
stations in the area to demonstrate that the observed trend is not a legacy of the meteorological
Canada)
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measurement system has been changed in addition. The precipitation record from 1939 to
present contains several inhomogeneities as a result and any trend analysis that does not
properly consider these is likely to b
To further test the assumption of linear trends in extreme rainfall time series, BGC repeated a
trend analysis on two additional stations in the South Ghost watershed, namely the Ghost
Diversion Station and the Ghost Ranger Station (BGC, 2014a). Both station records reach to
1984 and a linear trend analysis showed a 3-day precipitation with a significant linear trend for
both stations.
While the above analyses are far from a rigorous regional trend analysis, they do point towards
trends in maximum 3-day rainfall over their respective observation periods. This trend has
previously been confirmed by work of Shook and Pomeroy (2012) who identified increasing
multiday storm volumes for the Prairie Provinces The hypothesis of a linear trend in the
extreme precipitation can therefore not be discarded and should be acknowledged in riskbased decisions by perhaps allowing extra freeboard in the design of debris-flood mitigation
works or including flexible design that allows later design upgrades.
7.6.

Summary

A frequency-magnitude relationship of debris floods for Jura Creek was constructed using
several datasets. The best estimate and maximum sediment volume for the highest return
period class considered (1000-3000 years) is estimated to approximately 35,000 m3 and
60,000 m3, respectively. This range, along with the peak flow estimates, may provide a basis
to consider mitigation measures beyond those that were implemented in spring of 2014, but
will need to be commensurate with the risk assessment that is provided under separate cover.
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8.0

DEBRIS-FLOOD MODELLING

8.1.

Introduction

Numerical modelling of debris floods is the basis for the delineation of hazard intensity zones,
which will serve as input to the quantitative debris-flood risk assessment (QFRA). Debris-flood
modelling is based on the following principal assumptions:
The frequency-magnitude relation established in the previous section is a reasonable
basis to simulate debris-flood sediment volume and peak discharge for return periods
from 10 to 3,000 years.
Bedload entrainment and transport combined with bank erosion through exceedance
of discharge thresholds is the principal process to generate and sustain debris floods
on Jura Creek.
Erosion and re-deposition of debris on the fan cannot be modelled reliably and needs
to be complemented with geoscience/engineering judgment.
8.2.

Debris-Flood Modelling

8.2.1. Introduction
In order to estimate the flood intensity (maximum flow depth and velocity) and the extent of
inundation on the fan, peak flows for various return period classes were routed downstream
using the commercially available two-dimensional hydraulic model, FLO-2D (2007). FLO-2D
is a volume conservation model that conveys a flood within defined channel segments and as
overland flow. Flow progression is controlled by topography and flow resistance. The
governing equations include the continuity equation and the two dimensional equation of
motion (dynamic wave momentum equation). The two dimensional representation of the
motion equation is defined using a finite difference grid system, and is solved by computing
average flow velocity across a grid element boundary one direction at a time with eight potential
flow directions. Pressure, friction, convective and local accelerations components in the
momentum equation are retained.
FLO-2D is suited for this type of application as it can model unconfined flows across fan
surfaces and simulates flows of varying sediment concentrations. It has been applied
numerous times worldwide
(FEMA) list of approved hydraulic models.
8.2.2. FLO-2D Modelling
Input hydrographs to FLO-2D were created using the results of the HEC-HMS rainfall-runoff
modelling (see Section 6.6.3). FLO-2D routes debris floods as a fluid continuum and simulates
flow resistance as a function of sediment concentration. Remobilization of deposits by
subsequent surges and the deposition of material cannot be simulated with any accuracy. Key
inputs to the model are described in the following sections.
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Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek
Because of the proximity of Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek, the likely quasi simultaneous
flooding hazard on both creeks, and the potential for Jura Creek overflows to impact the east
end of the Hamlet of Exshaw, the two creeks were modeled in unison. That is, for a given
return period, it was assumed that both creeks experience debris floods simultaneously.
Topography
Detailed topographic information, which is a key model input, was based on the 2013 LiDAR
data. Using these data, a digital elevation model (DEM) was created and inputted to FLOpreprocessing program, to generate a square grid for flow modeling purposes. A 5 m x 5 m
grid size was used for the models as it strikes a reasonable balance between the detail needed
for risk assessment and computing time. The model was started at the fan apex of both creeks
with a model boundary encompassing the alluvial fan and adjacent areas. To account for a
changing channel capacity during debris flood events, approximately 1 m of aggradation
(sediment build-up) was added to the active channels of Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek, which
is consistent with what was observed during the 2013 debris flood. Because FLO-2D is illsuited to simulate aggradation, modifications of the channel topography can allow for this shortcoming, particularly for Jura Creek, which was excavated immediately following the June 2013
debris flood.
Flow Resistance
Flow resistance shear stress components are combined in FLO-2D into an equivalent
as 0.05 for the entire model domain
other than the residential area. For residential areas
reflect average ground conditions due to soil compaction.
value of 0.02 was
initially assigned to roads, but FLO-2D automatically upward adjusted this value because of
high turbulence.
Area Reduction Factor
In the residential area, area reduction factors that reflect the effect of buildings on the flood
path were assigned to the models (i.e. the water flows around the buildings). The footprints of
buildings were provided by the MD of Bighorn. The area reduction factors for individual grids
were then calculated with ArcGIS based on the ratio of area of building footprint versus grid
area.
Sediment Concentration
For flows with volumetric sediment concentrations greater than 20%, flow resistance in FLO2D is governed by a non-Newtonian quadratic rheological model, where a yield strength must
be exceeded by an applied stress to initiate flow. This is typical for debris flows and high
sediment concentration debris floods, which, for example, may results from landslide dam
outbreak floods. FLO-2D models the total shear stress, , in hyperconcentrated flows and
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debris flows as a summation of five shear stress components. Specifics can be found in FLOn and Julien (1988).
For flows with volumetric sediment concentrations less than 20%, the influence of the solids
component on the rheology of the fluid is negligible and the material flows like water, especially
since larger grains do not float in suspension but saltate through the tractive water forces along
the channel bottom. In this case, FLO-2D reverts to a conventional clear water flood routing
model, in which flow resistance is governed by surface roughness along the path. Because
sediment concentrations are expected to be less than 20% for both Exshaw Creek and Jura
Creek during debris flood events, sediment concentration was not explicitly accounted for in
the modelling. This was further tested by a sensitivity model run was completed with a peak
sediment concentration of 15%, but model results showed no significant differences when
comparted to a similar magnitude run with sediment not modelled (results on file with BGC).
Culvert Capacities
A number of culverts discharge Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek flows on their respective fans.
Along Highway 1A, Exshaw Creek flows through a 12 m wide, 3 m high arch culvert, while Jura
Creek flows through two box culverts that are 3 m wide and 2.5 m high. These box culverts
replaced a 2.2 m diameter culvert that was severely damaged by the June 2013 debris flood
-Flood Hazard report for further details).
Along the CPR embankment, there are three sets of culverts (Drawing 14). Moving west to
east these are:
Culvert 1

a 3.0 m wide, 2.1 m high arch culvert;

Culvert 2 three circular culverts (2 x 1.2 m diameter, 1 x 1.5 m diameter) were installed
by CPR at the end of Diamond Drive following the 2013 debris flood. The embankment
failed at this location during the 2013 debris flood; and
Culvert 3 a 3.0 m wide, 1.8 m high box culvert located furthest to the east. CPR also
installed an additional 1.5 m diameter culvert at this location following the 2013 debris
flood.
Culvert dimensions and approximate hydraulic capacities are summarized in Table 8-1 below.
The hydraulic capacities of the culverts were estimated by BGC using HY-8. For the model
runs, it was assumed that the CPR embankment culverts remained full flowing, but that one of
the Jura Creek box culverts at Highway 1A was blocked.
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Table 8-1. Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek culverts.
Railway
Elevation
(m)

Culvert Invert
Elevation
(m)

12 m wide, 3 m high
arch culvert

-

-

62

Jura Creek at Hwy
1A

2 x 3 m wide, 2.5 m high
box culverts

-

-

40

Culvert 1

CPR

3.0 m wide, 2.1 m high
arch culvert

1290.8

1287.2

1289.3

10

Culvert 2

CPR

2 x 1.2 m diameter, 1 x
1.5 m diameter

1291.0

1287.5

1290.4

14

Culvert 3

CPR

1.5 m diameter

1291.4

1288.4

1290.2

4

Culvert 3

CPR

3.0 m wide, 1.8 m high
box culvert

1291.4

1288.4

1290.2

11

Location

Description

Exshaw Creek at
Hwy 1A

Max Water
Level
(m)

Capacity
(m3/s)

Note that CPR culvert capacities are preliminary and need to be confirmed during detailed design. This design work will entail a
detailed topographic survey and modelling. Outlet control was assumed for the three culverts at Culvert 2. Estimated culvert
capacities are relative to the assumed maximum water level.

The total capacity of the CPR culverts is 39 m 3/s, but the most eastern box culvert appeared
to only convey minor flows during the 2013 debris flood. The three middle culverts, which were
installed in 2014, have an estimated capacity of 14 m3/s, but this capacity assumes the culverts
remain free flowing during a debris flood event. The inlets for these three culverts are located
within a sump that allows for surcharge flow through the culverts, increasing their capacity
compared to if they had been installed at natural grade (Figure 8-1).

Figure 8-1.

Culvert inlets at location 2 along the CPR embankment.
September 25, 2014.
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However, a potential problem with this configuration is that the sideslopes of the sump are
oversteepened and erosion of these loose sand and gravel slopes can be expected during a
significant flood event. During a recent site visit by BGC, the inlets of each of the culverts was
half-filled with gravel in response to a minor runoff event during the summer (Figure 8-2).

Figure 8-2.

Aggradation at inlet of 1.2 m diameter culvert at location 2. BGC photograph of
September 25, 2014.

8.2.3. Model Runs
Table 8-2 summarizes the specific simulations and key input parameters including peak
discharge. Model outputs include grid cells showing the velocity, depth, and extent of debrisflood scenarios. These outputs are imported into GIS and overlaid on base maps. The
hydrographs for each return period class are shown in Figure 8-3 (Exshaw Creek) and
Figure 8-4 (Jura Creek).
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BGC modelled ten scenarios. One scenario corresponding to each return period class from
30 to 3000 years as well as Jura avulsion scenarios for each of the classes. The latter was
done to simulate worst cases in which eastern portions of the Jura Creek fan may be inundated
due to channel aggradation at the fan apex. Such avulsions had been noted during the
dendrochronological investigations of Jura Creek and are therefore considered to be realistic.
The avulsion scenarios were simulated by forcing flows over the east bank of Jura Creek below
the fan apex. The potential for such avulsions is consistent with the radiocarbon dating and
dendrochronology.
In combination, these model runs are believed to constitute reasonable proxies for possible
debris-flood occurrences spanning the spectrum of considered return periods. Simulated
scenarios and input parameters are summarized in Table 8-2.
Table 8-2. Simulated scenarios and input parameters.
Peak Flow
(m3/s)

Return Period
Class
(Years)

Exshaw

Jura

10 to 30

50

30

1a, 1b

30 to 100

70

40

2a, 2b

100 to 300

100

55

3a, 3b

300 to 1000

130

70

4a, 4b

1000 to 3000

160

80

5a, 5b

8.3.

Run No.

Results

Drawings 15 and 16 present the results of the debris-flood modelling. In general, the model
results show increasing inundation at higher return periods, with the low-lying area at the east
end of the Hamlet of Exshaw being the most obvious area of impact. Flow depths in this area
are not only a product of diverted overland flows, but the modeled inability of the culverts along
the CPR embankment to convey the peak of these overland flows. As a result, flows back-up
and water depths increase accordingly. Model runs 2 and 3 are considered to be a reasonable
proxy of the June 2013 debris flood. However, it should be noted that during the 2013 event
both the CPR embankment and Highway 1A crossing of Jura Creek were breached (the former
breach was natural, while the latter was induced), which likely limited peak water depths in the
inhabited, low-lying area.
Two different sets of grid cell values are shown on Drawings 15 and 16. For areas with low
flow velocity (< 1 m/s), only flow depths are show
flow velocity (Jakob et al., 2011). This intensity parameter was chosen as it is useful to
characterize the destruction potential of modelled flows. Further description of debris-flood
intensity parameters and their application to estimate debris-flood risk on the Exshaw Creek
and Jura Creek fans will be described in the forthcoming risk assessment.
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The principal conclusions from the numerical modelling based on an unmitigated scenario are
for Exshaw Creek:
1. Debris floods with return periods between 10 and 30 years will likely stay in the channel
bounds of Exshaw Creek, but may flood the low lying area east of the lower channel
and north of Highway 1A. This area is currently not developed with homes. Water can
still reach the ditch system that would divert water towards the eastern portion of the
Hamlet.
2. For debris floods exceeding a 30-year return period, it is increasingly likely that flows
avulse near the apex of Exshaw Creek fan towards the east and through the Lafarge
plant to the west (although the formerly low point of the Lafarge berm just below the
fan apex was reinforced following the 2013 debris flood).
3. For debris floods for very high return periods (> 300 years), flows through the Lafarge
plant and the entire eastern fan sector can be expected. Flood waters would then
collect in the low point between Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek fans, as it is virtually
certain that for such extreme hydroclimatic events, both creeks would witness
simultaneous debris floods. Debris floods of this magnitude are also likely to form a
sizable delta into Bow River and direct river flow into the Heart Creek fan banks, as
occurred during the 2013 event. Finally, it is likely that the industrial area south of
Diamond Drive would be flooded, though the exact extent of such flooding depends, to
a large degree, on how sediment is deposited in the vicinity of the Exshaw Creek
confluence with Bow River.
4. The dimensionless debris-flood intensity indices within the developed area mostly fall
below 10 indicating largely nuisance damage to minor damage to buildings.
The principal conclusions from the numerical modelling based on an unmitigated scenario are
for Jura Creek:
1. Debris floods of return periods in excess of 30 years on Jura Creek are increasingly
likely to at least partially block the Highway 1A culvert and avulse towards the western
fan sector. This will direct water towards the low-lying area of Pigeon Mountain Drive,
Mount McGillivary Drive and Heart Mountain Drive where it will pond to at least the
elevation of Highway 1A.
2. For events in excess of 100 years, avulsions can be expected on the mid fan of Jura
Creek, and depending on aggradation near the fan apex also on the eastern fan fringes.
The Highway 1A embankment will funnel debris and water towards the low lying area
between Exshaw and Jura Creeks. This is an area of water accumulation as the
Highway 1A embankment and then again the downstream CPR embankment provide
an impediment against water drainage toward the Bow River.
3. Even with forced avulsions to the east at the fan apex, the Graymont facility remains
relatively unaffected, except for nuisance flooding.
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Composite Hazard Map

Drawing 17 illustrates the combined model scenarios for all return period classes and the
maximum estimated debris-flood intensity values from all model runs. Results are shown for
both Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek fans. The drawing identifies areas where similar debrisflood characteristics and impacts are anticipated should these areas be impacted by a debris
flood. Hazard zone boundaries are manually delineated and smoothed from the modelled
intensity output. Transitions between different hazard categories are blended from one colour
to another rather than using linework to reflect the transitional nature of the boundaries and
avoid the illusion of exactness.
8.5.

Uncertainties

Natural debris-flood inundation involve complex and dynamic physical processes that are
variable in space and time. No two debris floods even with identical volumes are expected to
results in the same inundation pattern, avulsions, bank erosion and channel bed aggradation.
This is due to the shape of the actual sediment/water hydrograph which in turn hinges on the
meteorology of the debris-flood triggering storm. A strong multi-fronted storm may lead to
several distinct rainfall intensity peaks, while a single front storm would lead to a single peak,
perhaps amplified or lagged by snowmelt contribution. The hydrograph shape will influence
the rates of sediment recruitment and deposition.
Given the impracticality of creating all conceivable hydrograph shapes and modelling these,
several simplifying assumptions have to be made. In this context, it is critical to ensure that
model outputs are appropriately used and are viewed as reasonable proxies rather than
encompassing all possible debris flood permutations. Model results can be used for the
following purposes: (a) determine economic and life loss risk in affected zones and (b) evaluate
measures to reduce the risk of debris floods to elements at risk located on Exshaw Creek and
Jura Creek fan. Model results should not be used to determine exactly which buildings are or
are not subject to hazard since model uncertainties do not allow such decisions. Similarly,
velocity estimates are approximations and may vary according to microtopography and various
flow obstacles or natural/artificial channelization that may develop during the flow.
In addition to uncertainties associated with model input variables such as debris-flood volumes,
peak flows, and hydrograph shapes (e.g. those uncertainties described in the preceding
sections), model uncertainties include the following:
The detailed effects of buildings and roads on the flow behaviour (possibly significant
as their effects will change if obliterated)
Human activities to limit damages during debris flood events.
Channel alterations during the debris flood due to excavation or berm placements.
Sediment transport and deposition processes (very significant because these will be
transient in space and time).
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The effects of buildings and roads are difficult to assess. Building footprints were added to the
model and flow deflection can be expected. When flow passes through a corridor that is
densely developed, flow velocities in between buildings will increase due to the constriction.
In those areas, erosion is more likely due to the higher flow velocities and flow depth, and this
potential erosion adds uncertainty that cannot be practically quantified. Deposition of coarsegrained material is also not an output of the FLO-2D model. During an event, emergency
personnel may advise excavator operators to create channels or block off certain avulsion
paths, which will change flow behaviour. Sediment transport processes can have a significant
impact on flow directions and erosion, as flows are forced around deposited sediments.
It is virtually impossible to accurately forecast the location and extent of erosion and deposition
on the fan. However, by conducting multiple models runs with differing sensitivities and
supplementing those with expert judgment, confidence has been gained that the scenarios
ultimately used for the generation of the hazard map and input to the risk assessment are a
reasonably comprehensive representation of possible debris-flood outcomes.
The short-term mitigation works that were constructed during spring of 2014 will have an
impact on the runout characteristics of future debris floods. This report addresses the
unmitigated state and is not a pre-design report, which may address the effects of short-term
mitigation measures.
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CONCLUSIONS

This report assessed debris-flood hazards on Jura Creek fan. Based on a variety of
investigative techniques, BGC developed a frequency-magnitude curve that served as input to
numerical modelling of debris-flood runout. Five return period classes were extracted ranging
from 10 years to 3000 years. Higher return period events were not considered explicitly due
to significant uncertainty with their estimation.
The validity of the frequency-magnitude curve was checked by summing all theoretical debrisflood events over a 10,000-year period and comparing it with a calculated fan volume. The
mean and maximum summed debris-flood volumes (11.5 Mm3 and 14.1 Mm3) are in
agreement with the calculated total fan volume (10.6 Mm3), supporting the general shape of
the frequency-magnitude curve.
The principal conclusions from the frequency-magnitude analysis and numerical modelling are
that:
1. The Jura Creek fan has an asymmetric profile, such that debris floods are much more
likely to be confined to the west sector of the fan. Debris floods also have a propensity
to avulse to the west toward the Hamlet of Exshaw, both as a result of aggradation in
the channel and the embankment of Highway 1A.
2. Flood hazards in the low-lying area at the east end of the Hamlet of Exshaw are a result
of overland flooding from both Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek. The embankments of
Highway 1A and the CP Railway aggravate the magnitude of flooding (i.e. water
depths) in this low-lying area.
3. Lower return period debris floods on Jura Creek are more likely to impact the low-lying
area than Exshaw Creek. While Exshaw Creek is prone to larger magnitude debris
floods for higher return periods, existing infrastructure provides for greater containment
of the creek compared to the fan of Jura Creek, a majority of which is unoccupied.
Therefore, the channel of Jura Creek is much more prone to aggradation and flow
avulsions.
4. Even with forced avulsions to the east at the fan apex, modelling indicates that the
Graymont facility in the southeast corner of the fan remains relatively unaffected,
except for nuisance flooding.
The results of this report will be used as the basis to assess risk to persons and development
on Exshaw Creek and Jura Creek fan in in a forthcoming risk report. The risk report will then
serve as the basis to optimize the design of long-term mitigation measures.
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CLOSURE

This report presents the results of the debris-flood hazard assessment for Jura Creek. We
trust the information provided will allow the MD of Bighorn to proceed with the next steps in the
hazard and risk assessment of Jura Creek. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have
any questions or comments, or if we may be of further assistance.
Thank you for the opportunity to undertake this assessment.
BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

Hamish Weatherly, M.Sc., P.Geo.
Principal Hydrologist

Reviewed by:
Matthias Jakob, Ph.D., P.Geo.
Principal Geoscientist

HW/SB/MJ/mp

APEGA Permit to Practice: 5366
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